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RESPECT WILL BE HELPING HANDS
will follow the review, after which
the dinner will be held. President
Taft will be the principal speaker
He lll lea vi' for Washington at
midnight.
until ft o'clock and then steamed on
my course."
"Were there any other vessels in
sight at the poiut where the Titanic
to llmwuaJ ... I,...-.- .1. ,..,--
READ THIS, WOMEN!!
Toledo, O., April 27. Styles for au-
tumn were, adopted here today by the
National Okwk, Suit and Skirt .Mann
faoturers association. About 100
manufacturers were in attendance.
MASSACHUSETTS
TO BE BATTLE SHOWN TITANIC
POLITICS IS AIRED
ON FLOOR OF
HOUSE
is uinwcij iu umr guuv uvnn .
"We Baw a tramp steamer and ar
Liverpool at S o'clock in the morn
ing we sighted the Birma. We also j
HELD BACK
BY ICEGROUND VICTIMS sighted the Californian, but the loe
was between us."
The following are the styles:
Suit jackets will show a gradual
rather than a radical increase in
length, finger tip length (approxi
mately 32 inches) predominating; the
lengths to be lased on fhe varying
helghth of women.
Skirts will continue on straight
Taft Plays Golf.
Newark, N. J., April 27. President
Taft laid aside his political clothes,
put on an old gray cap and a sweat-
er and relieved his feelings by knock-
ing a golf ball around the course to-
day at the Baltusrol Golf nljS near
Orange. The president played with
IDENTIFIED BODIES WILL BE
Captain Mtoore read further from
CAPTAIN OF STEAMER MOUNT j the report
TEMPLE WAS UNABLE TO AS- - j Among the messages picked up liv
SIST THE TITANIC Hurrant and communicated to Cap
ROOSEVELT AND TAFT ANXIOUS
AS TO RESULT OF NEXT
WEEK'S PRIMARIES.
BE SHIPPED FROM HALIFAX
WITHOUT FORMALITIES.
Opden Colgate of Newg.-k-. There
KENTUCKY REPUBLICAN JUMPS
ALL OVER KANSAN OF THE
SAME PARTY.
ROASTS CERTAIN NEWSPAPERS
lines. The slightly raised waist line
with "the Inner belting will continue
in favor. Separate coats will be full
were many other players on the !nks
tain Moore were:
"1:40 a. m Birma thinks she
WAS NEAR THE DOOMED SHIP!hea" Tltan" and -
ling to you. Only 50 miles away.' Hope
hut out of respect for Mr Taft there UNKNOWN DECENTLY BURIEDTHE COLONEL IS ON THE JOB
was no gallery to watch him play. length and out on straight lines.
Some materials will be made in per you are safe.'
"2:00 a. m. Carpathla calls Titanfectly loose shapes with or without
belts and others will be made in more
THE COMMANDER ALSO SAW A
SCHOONER AND A TRAMP VES
SEL NEARBY
DESCRIPTION OF THOSE NOT
RECOGNIZED WILL BE GIVEN
WIDE PUBLICITY.
MEDIATION LOOKS SUCCESSFUL ic All quiet.
"3:05 a. mshapely effects. The feature of sepNew York, April States Birma and Frankfurt
SPEND8 THE DAY MAKING
SPEECHES IN MANY CITIES
OF THE STATE.
LAFOLLETTE IS IN CALIFORNIA
arate coats will consist of set-I- nCommisf.iojiti of libor Charles P. working.
"3:30 a. m. We (Mount Temple)sleeevs, deep arm holes, sloping shoul GOT WIRELESS MESSAGESders and high buttoning effects.
BARNHART SAYS NEW YORK
MAIL IS OWNED BY THE HAR-
VESTER TRUST.
HELPING REFORM CANDIDATE
CONGRESSMAN SAYS TRUST 19
BOOSTING "A CERTAIN WELL.
KNOWN REFORMER."
oacK ot tne tee. Large bergs allWILL ALLOWJHSINTERMENT
SHOULD RELATIVES RECOGNIZE
around.
"7:30 a. m. Baltic sends a service
Neill and
.fudge Martin A. Knapp of
the United States commerce court
believe that negotiations with the
representatives of 50 railroads in the
eastern territory and engineers over
the question of Increased pay will not
prove unproductive, but decline to
discuss the present situation except
ORIENT LITIGATION
SENATOR AND HI8 WIFE ARE
LOOKING FOR VOTES IN
WESTERN STATE.
DESCRIPTIONS C0RPSE8 MAY
BE SENT TO THEM.
WAS OBLIGED TO LISTEN TO
CRY FOR AID, POWERLESS
TO GO TO RESCUE
Washington, April 27. Two steam- -
Kansas City, Mo., April 27. After
consulting with attorneys for the re-
ceivers of the Kansas City, Mexico
p.nd Orient, railway, Judge Pollock of
message to Californian as follows:
" Stand by you've been Instructed
to do so frequently.' This signaled by
inspector.
"7:40 a. m. Californian gets mes-
sage of no need to stand by, as no
more could be done. Carpathla and
.Halifax, N. S., April 2'.. Documentsto say that progress is being madeBoston, April 27. With speeches
scheduled in six large cities in Mas
Washington, April 27.
politics again held the attentionThe two mediators conferred again giving verdicts of "accidental death" the federal court in Kansas City, Kan-
- ers and a schooner were only a short
sas, today announced he would not de-- j distance away from the Titanic when
clde their application for receivers' she sank, according to the testimony
certificates-unti- l he had given the I of Captain James H. Moore of the
of tine house today. Representativesachusetts, this promised to be a day j this morning with, the were prepared here today in readi-o- f
activity for Colonel Theodore of railway managers aj on Monday j ne8s tor the coroner's jury, which
Roosevelt HiB first address after will meet the committee of engineers, wil1 inspect the bodies of the Titan- -
Judge Knapp departed today for ic 8 dead, now on their way here on
Olympic very busy."
"3:25 a, m. Californian called C.
I Q-- ' I answered and gave her Ti-
tanic's position. She had it before.
"3:40 a. m. Califofrnian now work-
ing with the Frankfurt. Frankfurt
Langley of Kentucky, a republican,
took Representative Campbell of Kan-
sas, republican, to task for his recent
attack on Colonel Roosevelt.
"I do not think it proper for gen-Ueme-n
who may "have gotten the
Washington to be absent until Mon-- board the cable ship Mackay Ben
matter consideration. He said he de-
sired to further inform himself con-
cerning affairs of the road.
Application for rueeivers' certlfl- -
nett. the names of the drowned will
steamship Mount Temple today before
the' senate committee investigating
the tragedy. Ice was tiie barrier that
held back vessels hurrying to the
rescue, and the Mount Temple did
not arrive at the spot where the Ti- -
be filled in later " ca8es where!cates to the amountNof $2,260,000 for also gives Titanic's positionnames can be ascertained
day. After a brief conference with
the of railroad mana-
gers, Commissioner Neill said there
wouldd be no more conferences until
Judge Knapp's return. In the mean-
time. Warren 8. Stone, irrand chief
"4:00 a. m. Califofrnian now work- -
ing with Virginian.'tanic sank until two hours after she
liad one down.
leaving Boston was to be a rear plat
form speech at Quincy, Hrockton,
Middleboro, Tauntain, New Bedford
and Fall River also were on the list
for speeches. The closing rally of
the day will take place tonight at the
Boston arena, where it is believed
Colonel Roosevelt will reply to iht
charges delivered from the same plat
form by President Taft on Thursday
night.
Leaders of the Roosevelt campaign
in this state had arranged rallies in
mare than a score of cities and towns
further improvement of the line was
made April 22, at whi time Judge
Pollock took the mattr under ad
visement. He said he probably would
reach a decision next week.
"4:25 a. m. Californian now work
ing with Birma.
Stone cutters were set at work to-
day inscribing a number of head-
stones which will mark the graves of
those bodies unidentified or un-
claimed, which will be buried in Hali-
fax cemetery. No further news re- -
j of the engineers and chairman of
their subcommittee, is expected to
make know to Mr. Neill what proced- -
"5:10 a. m. Signalled Californian.
She wants my position, (Mount Tem
The Mount Temple Intercepted the
Titauic's calls for help. Captain Moore
said, and immediately he turned his
ship's course toward the crippled lln
er. On his way he raised the lights
of a schooner wirthln a few mileB of
the scene of the tragedy and coming
worst of it from the stump or in tne
newspapers to come into the house
ana air their grievances," said Mr.
Langley.
The Kentucklan a little later declar-
ed that if the republican leaaers con-
tinued to figtht each other, a demo-
cratic victory in November might be
expected. The postoffice appropria
tion bill was under consideration.
Representative Barnnart of Indi
ana, democrat, speaking on his
amendment to the postal Jaws to re-
quire the names of owners, stockhold
ure would meet the engineers' sarding the position of the cableship in
ple). We are very close together,
"6:00 a. m. Much jamming
wireless instrument.
"6:45 a. m. Cirpathia reports
boatloads rescued from Titanic.
TODAY IN CONGRESS. 2(1
proval. was received here this morning. The
'. latest information is that she will ar--
KENTUCKY RACING SEASON OPEN 2ZZJrfzsz jxir r :ineand lovers of fast horses, all here for d'ock J T T the
the opening' thfe afternoon of th. J tl L 5 ! flT' and re,a" Washington April ate: Not ers and publishers of newspapers fx
sprin meet- m- of the Kentuckv . " "- W 1 o
fro mthat direction. When day broke
to disclose a great field of ice ahead,
the Mount Temple discovered a tramp
steamer close by. The identity of
neither schooner nor tnuop was fixed.
Captain' Moore read a long list of
messages from the Titanic Interced-
ed by Mount Temple's operators. II
was virtually a complete record of the
wireless appeals sent out by the
(loomed vessel.
Trottw wnrso 'tiroprter,,' a ulw D6reavd already Here from were many rumors that the Interns
in session, meets Monday 2 p. m.
Titanic investigation continued;
Captain James H. Moore of steamer
Mount Temple testifying ot his efforts
to reach Titanic.
House: Met at 10:30 a. m.
Representative Langley replied to
Representative Campbell s attack on
Colonel Roosevelt.
The meeting marks the opening 0f I PnrtS f the Unlt States,
the racing season in Kentuckv. Te fnRWnenta haVe been made with
state racing commissi has allotted expreMl co' to permit of
Companies to for Safety.
Brussels, Belgium, April 27. The
executive bureau, of tnejlnt svnailonal'Maritime company today voted to
study anew the internatio.ial regula-
tions for the protection of life at Fen.
The bureau, which took this action
because of the Titanic disas.i.-,- , print-
ed out in its resolution that th-- j de-
sired reforms were not possible of
realization unless all countries ,v th
shipping interests
tional Harvester company controlled
a certain New York newspapeyano
that he "knew it controlled a certain
Chicago paper."
with several prominent speakers in-
cluded in the list to give ad-
dresses to the voters. The cheers
for Roosevelt in the Soutu station hail
scarcely died away when they were
rBoewed by tbe advent of Governoi
Wilson from the rally here last, night
for additional speeches today In Wor'
cester, Springfield and Holyoke.
At Taft headquarters arrangements
were perfected for the second visit
of the president on Monday, when be
will take up the Rooseve,,. trtil
through Bristol, Plymouth, Essex and
Middlesex counties. A statement is-
sued by the supporters ot Senator La
Follette says he would poll 20,000 in
the preferential primaries on Tues-
day.
At the Clark headquarters It was
said former Senator Towne, of New
York, Governor-elec- t Robinson of
Arkansas and Fred Du
Lexington 11 days, following which ""T mediately
will come 15 days at Louisville and f ? " ' eSt&b"
then . dvH. mtw ( Ii8hed a" PMto f Canada and the "I don't think the gentleman know.)that," interrupted Representative
Mann of Illinois.
"Uo the McCormick's control theBANKS ASKED TO DELP
MONEY TRUST RODDERS
F! YfVN'S HFJinpUARTERS
EE BEING FITTED UP
"At 1:10 the Titanic was still call-
ing C Q. D." said Captain Moore.
"At 1:20 it raised the Olympic and
said 'gat your boats ready; going
down fast by the head.' Frankfurt
replied at 1:35. 'Starting for you.'
Six minutes later the Titanic flashed.
'C.-- D. boilers flooded.'
"A message from 'D. F. F.' then
followed, 'are there any boats around
you 'already?' There was no answer.
Other ships then began catling but
could get no answer. Uater the Bir-
ma raised 'the Olympic and reported
'all quiet now. Titanic has not spo
united Stts. All the formalities in
connection with the crossing of the
line will lie waived.
A full description of the unclaimed
bodies will be taken and forwarded
to the New York offices of the White
Star line, it is the Intention of the
company to publish them m papers
throughout the United States and
Canada. If a body is claimed after
burial the mayor of Halifax has
promised that there will be no diffi-
culty in getting it exhumed and ship-
ped to relatives.
Extraordinary precautions have
been taken to guard the dock at
which the Mackay Bennett will tie
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS RE-
QUESTED TO SEND IN STATE-MENT-
OF CONDITION.
ASPIRANT TO CHAMIOSHIp
WILL TRAIN IN BUILDIN3 ON
MONTEZUMA GROUNO?
Millet's Body Found.
New York, April 27. A wireless
message received today by the White
Star line from the cable ship Mac-
kay Bennett announced that 80 more
bodies of the 219 found at the scene
of the Titanic disaster by tJhe Mac-
kay Bennett and the Minia have heen
identified. Frank D. Millet, the artist,
who accompanied Major Butt on his
trip abroad, is among the dead picked
up by the Mackay Bennett. His name
appears on the list of identified dead
sent in by wireless today.
bois of Idaho would spea in several
Boston wards, as well as at Brockton
and Chelsea, tonight. Copies of the
"Houn' Dawg" song are being given
wide distribution.
Charles O'Malley, local promote'
of the Johnson-Flvn- n championship
contest, to be held here on July 4.
placed the order for equipment for
the training quarters for JimmyMrs. La Follette Helps Husband
Uos Angeles, Calif., April 27. Sen The coffins which contain the
qhicago Tribune?" asked Mr. Barn
hart
"Not the same McCormlcks who are
in the International Harvester com-
pany," said Mr. Mann.
"Are they not the same family "
asked Mr. Barnnart,
"No, not even the same family,"
said Mr. Mann.
"My information has been that the
same family that are the principal
stockholders in the International Har-
vester trust control the Chicago Tri-
bune. If that is not true, I will not
make the statement."
"That certainly is not true," said
Mr. Mann.
"Well, I happen to know it is true.
It is ajso reported that Mr. Perkins,
head of the harvester trust, owns the
New York Mail, and owns it by sub-
terfuge," declared Mr. Barnnart.
"The company reorganized and issued
bonds and Mr. Perkins holds the ma-
jority of the bonds and dictates the
policy of that paper in behalf of the
harvester trust and a certain great
Teform candidate for the presidency."
Flynn, which will be opened at the "p- -
Washington, April 27. As the first
step in the money trust investigation
the committee on banking and cur-
rency announced today! that it had
sent to more than 30,000 banks a re-
quest for detailed information on all
phases of their business and their
relations with other institutions.
The committee has embraced na-
tional, state, private nd savings
banks in its inquiry, as well as loan
and trust companies. Reports are
asked for showing conditions at the
close of business April 30
ken since 1:41'. The Carpathia at
1:20 sent the message 'are you Sjtifi
there? We are firing rockets?' "
"Did you see those rockets?" inter
nipted Senator Smith.
"I saw no rockets at all that niidit
I thought of sending up rockets my-
self but did not do so because I fear-
ed that I might divert other ships
hurrying to ithe Titanic."
The witness said the Titanic un-
doubtedly had not n,xed her position
properly. He said she must have been
TRANSPORT WILL SAIL
AT NOON ON MONDAY
Hot Springs on May 10. Flynn's "OQle8 wl" not De opened until they
quarters will be located in the house reach the citv morgae. There they
east of the Montezuma hotel, facing w111 be P'aced in charge of a local
the park. Flynn is now with Promot- - undertaker and full opportunity will
er Jack Curley in Hot Sprines. Ark., be SIven tho8e who Prove their rlSht
and will arrive here on May 10. Cur- - view the bodies and make identifi-le-
will not be here until May IB. The "ations The coroner's jury will make
training nnarters for tne "hi- amnVe" i,s inspection at the morgue.
ator La Follette opened the second
day of his southern California tour
today with an address before the
men law students of the University
of Southern California. Mrs. La Fol-
lette spoke before the women stu-
dents of he same department. Sen-
ator La Follette reiterated a state-
ment made in his auditorium speech
last' night, that-h- e would go into the
republican national convention at
Chicago next June, holding the bal-
ance of power and that, unless Taft
or Rooseevlt was nominated on the
or Roosevelt was nominated on the
first ballot, the nomination certainly
would fall to Mm.
LARGE NUMBER OF NURSES WILL
BE TAKEN TO CARE FOR
AMERICAN REFUGEESeight miles further east than tht
ship reported.
THAW STILL LIGHTING
TO REGAIN FREEDOM
The Mackay Bennett will not arrive
here until Monday according to a
wireless from the steamship received
here today. It was signed "Mackay-Bennet- t'
and was as follows:
"Confirm bodies ot Astor and
Straus on board. Due Monday with
189 bodies."
As 205 bodies have been picked up,
it is assumed that 16 were bo muti- -
have not yet heen selected and he
will not come to 1.4a Vegas until
June 1.
O'Malley is now the busiest man in
the Meadow City and. if his corres-
pondence continues to Increase, ft
may be necessary to nut on a mail
carrier especially to handle mall be-
tween the postoffice and O'Malley's
office. RequeFts for seats are com- -
. . ... tiitoH fti:it liiirinl (i t nan wna nanaa.ing in irom an over tne country ana- 7 T
every town In this state will be rep- - sa,y
resented by good sized delegations
Tucumcari will send about 200 fans
Wilmington, Del., April 27. Prima-
ries are in progress in Delaware today
for the election of delegates to the
democratic . sfiate iconvention, which
will be held at Dover next Tuesday.
The state convention will choose six
delegates and six alternates to the
democratic national convention.
NEW BATTLESHIP LAUNCHED
S)anziK, Germanv. April 27. The
San Francisco, April 27. The Uni-jte- d
States ftna? 'transport Buford
which received orders from Washing-
ton yesterday to sail to ports on the
west coast of Mexico and take aboard
American refugees, will leave port
here Monday noon. This date was de-
cided upon by army officials today as
the earliest possible moment at which
the ship could be put in readiness
The Buford was sent to drydock to-
day and the work or fitting the trans-
port for the voyage is being rushed
by an emergency crew of mechani-
cians. Captain Frank hi. Healy will
be in command and the ship will ca
a full quota of doctors and nurses.
It has been decided to take a number
of women nurses, if this plan is sanc-
tioned by Washington, on account of
the certainty that a large number of
the refugees are women nd children.
One little town in Ohio, according
EXAMINING PENITENTIARY
Santa Fe, N. M., April 27. The
house committee, headed by Speaker
Baca, under the Gallegos resolution,
is today engaged in an examination
of the state Penitentiary. This com-
mittee will formulate much legisla-
tion that is thought necessary for the
future needs 0! thn - rison. It will
probably ret.onim. nd a separate de-
partment for women and a new build-
ing to contain a kitchen, dining hall
and baths. The committee was given
battleship Koertig Albert, named for
a former king of Saxony, was launch-
ed today. The present Saxon king,
to the statement of a business man
of that place in a letter to a friend in
Las Vegas, will send 30 fans to the Frederick August, was present and
Second Officer Lightoller of the Ti-
tanic was recalled and testified that
the man who claimed to be Louis
Klein of the Titanic's crew and who
disappeared after being brought here
from Cleveland, was not Klein. The
real Klein was drowned, Llghtolier
said.
Captain Moore continuing his testi-
mony said his observation taken Mon-
day indicated that ithe Titanic's ac-
tual position probably was .')0.0714
west.
"Then the fact that you found no
evidence of the wreck when you got
to the Titanic's position tends to con-
firm the testimony of wireless Opera-
tor Burrant of the Mount Temple?"
"Tea, sir. Later I sighted the Car-
pathia on the other side of the ice-
field where she picked the Titanic's
boats up." Captain Moore said he
heard from ithe Carpathla at 8:30
Monday morning that he had picked
up the TManlc's boats and that the
Titanic had sunk.
"Up to that time I had not given
up hope of sighting the Titanic,"
said Captain Moore. "I had been
steaming around in the ice all night.
After I got the news I stayed around
big mill. TheBe two are but exam
made a speech and his sister,
cess Mathilda, christened the vessel.
The Koenlg Albert is practically
SLAYER OF WHfTE WANTS OUT
OF ASYLUM ON HABEAS COR-
PUS PROCEEDINGS.
New Rochelle, N. Y., April 27. A
fourth attempt through the agency of
the law to liberate Harry K. Thaw
from the Matteawan state hospital,
where he has been imprisoned for the
slaying of Stanford White six years
ago "because of insanity," was made
today before Justice Keogh of the su-
preme court in New Rochelle. Tha
was brought down from Matteawan
this morning.
The hearing, on a writ of habeas
corpus, was expected to be prelimi-
nary in character and it was expect-
ed that no witnesses would be exam
ined or exhibits produced. An adjourn-
ment for several weeks, in order that
counsel for the state may go over the
voluminous records in previous haV
eas corpus proceedings, was
pies of the numerous requests that
are received by every mail.
Men in cities all over the southwest identical with the battleships Kaiser, a dinner and reception by Superinare wtritlng to find out how many Kaiserin and Frederick Der Grosset i nlf ..to will ha o 1 1 , .l 4n , n!,v
Taft In Philadelphia
Philadelphia, April 27. President
Taft will be the guest of honor at the
dinner to be given by the Union
League club tonight in commemora-
tion of the ninetieth birthday anni-vesar- y
of General Ulyses S. Granl.
The president is scheduled to arrive
here at 6 p. m. from Trenton, N. J
From the portico of the club house
he will review the first Brigade of
the National Guard of Pennsylvania,
which today celebrates the fourteenth
anniversary of Its departnre for the
Spanish-America- n war. A reception
tendent J. B. McManus. It inter-
viewed a number of the convicts and
secured much data about the institu-
tion.
The vommittee on state affairs in
the house is today considering the
bill to create Fort Sumner county.
The measure is being strongly urged
by MT. Manazanares and others, but
Is being fought by the people of the
adjoining counties.
-v-
.TO w , j,.It has a ,onnaKe of 24,500 and Is arm
and all promise to dispose of the ed wUh ten J5 g nch
limit. Plots for the big arena, which The specifications demand n
will seat about and21,500 easily Bpeed a knofg The warsWs tr.
which can be increased to a capacity j blneg arp adapted for the con8Ulnp.
of 25,000 without crowding, will of ettlM,rhejUon or 0 ein. she
sent all over the country that thejhas five turrets, three of which are
boxing fans can take their pick from n hte center line fore and after
Uhe seats that have been dealt out: and the two amidships. The cost of
to their community. construction is nearly $21,000,000.
Federal Troops Assemble
Jimenez, Mex., April 27. Fifty fed-
eral troops, under IJeutenant La
Roche, comprising the garrison of the
town of Guadalupe f Calvo, have
joined the rebel and will join
(Continued on Four)
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
and defends the writer's course there.
Charles V never saw the letter, ac-
cording to a note written (hereon by
that monarch's archivist, setting forth
that nobody had dared to show it to
the emperor.
OTTO, MAD KING,
SIXTY-TW- O
TODAY
London. April 27. An expedition great exhibition of 1851. At the close
will be dispatched shortly from Aden of the exhibition the ruby was pre-t-
punish the SuKan or Socotra un-- ; nentd to the queen by the court of
less loot taken from the British directors of the East India company,
steamship Kuala, which was wrecked j since which time It has been one of
on the island of Socotra, Is restored the crown Jewels
and an apology given.
The punitive expedition will consist During a conference of the societies
of a cruiser of he Bast Indian squad- - j for the relief of foreigners in distress
ron and the steamship Dalhousle, held at the Mansion House, the lord
which will convey a company of na-- ' mayor declared that he was inclined
tive Infantry from the Alien garrison to agree with the American critics of
The command of the party will be 'England vho asserted that there wer.
given to Major General Sir J. A. Bell, j ten many charitable societies in this
Ovir Weekly
DOLLAR SALE
HON DAY and TUESDAY
...ONLY...
These first-of-th- e week sales are proving even more popular than did our After Supper Sales.
Unusual values and sufficient quantities in desirable and needed articles are bound to meet the ap-
proval of all interested that is tbe secret of our success with these Special Sales. Attend this one
and see what splendid values are to be had.
CASH ONLYNO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
political resident at Aden. ;
The Kuala, bouud from Dundee to
Singapore, Vent ashore in November
country. He was almost disposed to
think that there was one society very
much missing in London and he would
and one of the crew was compelled like to give It the name of the Socle-t- o
travel 300 miles in an open boat ey of Education in Industry and
for assistance. The Uvea of the crew Thrift. The two qualities were scar-wer- e
threatened and the vessel was cely known among the proletariat of
The sweeping victory or the Amen
can yachts in the international "son
derclaas" races at the Kiel regatta
last year is revolutionizing condition-i- n
German sonderclass fleet. Among
the yachtsmen who are having new
yachts built on the admittedly supe-
rior lines or the American boats, with
which the American designers bea'
the German constructors In their own
waters, the German imperial ramily
is well represented. The crown prince
the most enterprising sailor or the
family, who had allowed his interest
in the sport to wane for a year or
two, Is having a yacht bultl in Ham-
burg, which will soon be ready Tor
its trial trips. Prince Henry of Pros
sla, brother or the emperor, is again
or this year's "Tilly" whose
predecessor was one or the German
representatives last year and Prince
Eitel Fritz, a younger brother or the
crown prince, is also having a yachf
built.
"The government sees no objection
to the introduction of a tax on cats,"
is the serious beginning or a seriously
meant ministerial decree just address-
ed to the municipalities or Greater
Berlin, which ror several years have
been anxiously searching ror new
soruces of revenue to meet the con-
stantly growing cost of municipal ae
tivitles. The minister of the Interiot
and the minister or Hnance gravely
continue that the cost or cat licenses
must be in proper proportion to the
license tax now imposed on dogs and
that not all the regulations of the
latter should be copied in any cat-ta-x
ordinance, the identification of llcens--
ed cats by a collar and tax being par -
10 YDS. 12c DRESS GINGHAM $1.00
Choice of our entire stock of 12$c Dress
Gingham, including Red Seals and Toule du
Norde brands, new patterns and fast colors,
10 yds. for $1.00
3 YDS. 50c CHINA SILK $1.00
Good China Silk, all colors, black and white,
27 inches wide, worth 50c per yard for Monday
and Tuesday, special,
3 yds. for $1.00
4 PR. 35c SILK HOSE $1.00
Women's pure silk hose with lisle thread
tops, heels and toes, absolutely fast color, black
only, worth 35c per pair, special
4 Pr. for $1.CO
CHILDREN'S $2.00 OXFORDS $1.00
Broken lines of children's Oxfords including
a variety of styles in Patent Leather, Vici Kid,
Tan Strap and White Canvas, sizes 5 to l,worth $1.25 to $2.00, special,
Per Pair $1.00
MEN'S $1.75 CLUETT SHIRTS $1.00
Men's "Clutt" shirts, either plain or pleated
bosom, light or dark patterns, all sizes, worth
$1.75 each
Special each $1.00
$1.25 WHITE PETTICOATS $1.00
Women's white petticoats, well made from
good material, neatly trimmed with either Lace
or Embroidery, several patterns, worth $1.25,
Special, oach $1.00
ticularly Impracticable since manv c " " """'u
cats, owing to their habits, would in debts of the formerking but aceumu-evitabl- y
get hanged by their collars, lated a large surplus
tt0 Wllbelm Leopold Adalbertand perish painfully.
Las VGaa'LoadingStor
.&o$enwadifs Son
BAVARIA'S DEMENTED RULER
CELEBRATE8 NATAL DAY
SHUT UP IN CASTLE.
Munich, April 27. King Otto of
Bavaria entered upon his sixty-firt- h
year today, and Munich, with other
Bavarian towns, in honor of the oc-
casion displayed flags and bunting,
sang Te Deums, had a review of
troops and perfunctorily drank to the
health or the king who remains shut
up in the castle or Fuerstenried, hope-
lessly Insane and carefully guarded.
All these celebrations are merely a
matter of form and In accordance
with monarchial traditions. The
care but little for their king,
whom many have never seen. He was
Insane when he succeeded to the
throne of Bavaria after the death of
his brother Ludwig II., who had heen
deposed on account or his madt.ess
and drowned himseir in Starnherg
Lake two days later, June 10, 1886.
Even then Otto was conHned at Cas-
tle Fuerstenried, while Prince Luit-pol- d,
appointed regent for the mad
Ludwig, continued as regent for the
even madder Otto.
Bavaria had not cause to complain
for, under the wise and conservative
rule of the faithful regent, the coun-
try prospered beyond all expectations.
While the late King Ludwig had
spent many millions building castles
and had saddled a tremendous debt
"""" " nmupum ou,
" economy in ail government ex- -
tmnlitni., l. .....II .1.
waiuemar, me present nominal ruler
of Bavaria, was born in Munich on
April 27, 1S48. His father was Maxi- - J
milian II., and his mother a Princess
Marie of Prussia. It Is from his
father's side of the house that Otto
inherited his Insanity, a taint of
which disease was latent in quite a
number of scions of the ancient houBe
of Wittelsbach.
When Ludwig II. succeeded his
father Maximilian II. upon the throne
of Bavaria, the disease which finally
incapaciated him from reigning aud
made the appointment ' ofX a regent
necessary, manifested Itself merely
in eccentricity, rtut, when Ludwig
died on June 10, 1886, without leaving
an heir to the throne, his younger
brother Otto, who succeeded to the
throne under the Bavarian constitu-
tion, was already insane. This fact,
precluded his actual accession pj'I,
while he was nominally recognued
as the lawful king and his head. was
stamped upon the coins of the realm,
Prince Luitpold continued as regent,
to the complete satisfaction of '.he
Bavarian people.
Otto's insanity first manifested it-
self during the Franco-Prussia- n WW,
when the prince, then only 22 years
of age, held a commission in the Ger-
man army. His actions were bo pe-
culiar and unreasonable that it was
considered best to call the young
prince to staff headquarters, decorate
him for his services anl send him
back home under escort. In the hope
that his condition would improve, lie
was sent to the castle of Fuersten-
ried, when he was kept under etriet
surveillance and careful observation.
But the poor madman's condition
did not improve. His disease pro-
gressed and developed through Its
various stages and when Otto suc
ceeded to the throne he was so tar
advanced in his disease that the
learned specialists pronounces it as
incurable. Since he was first taken
to castle Fuerstenried, Otto has nev- -
The Lax-Fo- s
Way.
If you had a medicine that woulc
strengthen the liver, the stomach. tn
kidneys and the bowels, and at to
same time make you strong with r
systemic tonic, don't you believe yoi
would soon be well?
That's 'The Lax-Fo- s Way."
We ask you to buy the first bottle
on the money-bac- k plan, and you wili
ask your druggist to sell you the sec
South SidoPtaa
range the whole system when enter-
ing It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reput-
able physicians as the damage they
will do is ten told- - to the good you
can possibly derive from them. HnirCartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
.1. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., con-
tains no mercury, and is taken in-
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in To-
ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to eve. E. W. GROVE'S sig-
nature Is on eacu box. 25c.
Established 1862
er left the enclosures of the beauii-fu- l
estate except for occasional
drives during the first tew years of
his confinement Aj the disease pro-
gressed and the paroxisms of vio-
lence to hlch the Mig was subject
became more frequent and less con-
trollable, these drives had to be
abandoned, as it was considered un-
desirable to allow the people to wit-
ness such violent outbreaks.
Surrounded by talthtul attendants
and treated wlthall the deference due
to his exalted rank, watched by doc-
tors and humored in every possible
way, the Insane monarch spends his
days at the secluded castle. From
year to year his mental condition
grew worse, while his physical condi-
tion, thanks to the excellent care of
his physicians and attendants,
steadily improved. Mentally a com-iplet- e
imbecile, unable to recognize
even his nearest relations, he has
grown, physically, to a fine specimen
of manhood. He is a giant in flgure,
possessed of tremendous strength
and, in spite of his abnormal way tot
living, perfectly healthy. TTis coiAl-tlo- n
varies from periods of utter in-
difference or spells of great dejec-
tion to paroxisms of uncontrollable
fury, extremely trying to his attend-
ants, as they are not permitted even
for a moment to forget that under no
condition force may be used against
the king. The king has killed several
of his attendants in his fits of fury,
but it is believed that in the last
stage of the disease, which Ott'
seems now to have reached, these at-
tacks will gradually cease.
looted by the natives. Subsequently
the crew was rescued by a Russian '
ship and landed at Singapore.
Socotra is an island of the Indian
ocean lying near the entrance of the j
guilf of Aden. It is 80 miles long,
and contains 1,380 square miles.
Though virtually part, of an Aral) sul-
tanate, Socotra is under British pro-
tection, constituting a dependency of
Aden.
The Timur ruby, has been a part, of
the British crown regalia since it was
presented to Queen Victoria In 1851
by the directors of the East Indian
company. There has been more or
less mystery in the history of this
Jewel, some experts even contending
that It. had been lost. The recent vis-
it of the king-emper- and his con-
sort to India resulted in the publica-
tion of a history of the jewel written
with the Idea of clearing away the
misapprehensions surrounding It.
The Tlmnr is the largest known
spinel ruby, weighing just over 352
carats. It is uncut but polished and
was probably discovered in one of
the old ruby mines of Badakshan 11
was seized by Ameer Tim'ir, bett.'r
known to western historians as Tam-
erlane, when he plundered Delhi in
1398. In tiie time It descended ro
his grandson, by which time the great
Tartar empire Tiar. on the wane and
during on? of the many wars between
Ihe tartars and the Persians the "ifcy
foil in'.o the hinds of the Kings of
Iran. Shah Abbes I presented the
rwuy to his friend the Mogul Emperor
lehangir In 1612. When his favorite
wife remonstrated with him for lu
lls name rtt the Jewel, Je- -
nade the striking prophecy
that Uie ruby would more certainly
carry ltuame down ito posterity than
written hWtorq, for it would always)
remain in the possession of the ruler
of Hindustan, a prophecy which has
been fulfilled to the present day. j
In 1740 Uadir Shah sacked Delhi
and carried the ruby away with him.
When Nadir was assassinated in 1747,
Ahmad Shah seized the ruby with
ether booty, and, proce-tli- ne south,
founded the kingdom of Afghanistan
When bis grandson was expelled from
the country he sought re'uge In the
Punjab, where he was compelled to
surrender both the Koh-i-noo- r and the
TUnur. . -
When the Punjab was annexed by
the British in 1849 the Koh-i-noo- r, the
Tlmur and all other state jewels were
taken over by the board of adminis-
tration and the first-name- d jewel was
taken directly to London, where it
was presented to Queen Victoria. The
Timur was later packed up with other
ewels and taken to London for the '
BBr
this country; otherwise they would
scarcely need the work of the numer
ous societies formed and managed for
the relief of people who did not help
themselves.
The annual report of the Rritish
sugar beet council shows that the
raising of sugar beets in England has
passed the experimental stage. The
greatest advance reported by the
council was the establishment of n
factory at Norfolk. There the farm-
ers will be able to test their beets
and those who have not yet planted
their lands will be given instruction.
The members of the council are
convinced that the industry will soon
be placed on a sound financial basis
without any assistance from the deve-
lopment fund, which could not be
drawn uion because the Internation-
al sugar convention prohibits subsi-
dies or grants of any kind by the gov-
ernment for an undertaking planned
to produce sugar for commercial pur-
poses.
The collection of bones, the remains
of at least 11,000 people, in the crypt
of Rothwell church, near Kettering,
Northamptonshire, has been
and placed on shelves, to save-the-
from decay by damp.
The crypt containing the remains
was accidentally uncovered by work-
men some 200 years ago. Many sug
gestions have been ventured as to the
origin of the bones, among them that
they mark a monastic burial place,
or that they were the skeletons of
the victims or a plague or that the
bones are those of the slain at the
battle of Naeeby. j A recejit theory Is
that the remains' are tlx" bones of
villagers burled In the fourteenth and
fifteenth centrles.
Berlin, April 27. Martin Luther's
ifamous letter of expflanation to
Charles V, saved to Germany by the
generosity of J. Piennf Morgan, is
to find a place in the Luther Hall at
Wittenberg upon a pedestal present
ed by the emperor. The commission
to make this pedestal has just been
given to the sculptor Paul .Tuckoff.
It Is to be or light limestone in late
Gothic style. Mr. Morgan's represen-
tative bought the letter ror a tririe
more than $25,000 at a Leipzig auto-
graph sale last May, and the financier
promptly presented It to the German
emperor. His reward was the order
or the Red Eagle, first class, one or
the highest decorations in the girt
or the emperor. The letter whi b
Emperor William valued so highly
was written by Luther on his return
from the Diet of Worms in 1621. It
describes the nrooeedinsrs of the filet
I
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. ML
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surety, destroy the
sense of smell and completely de--
Five years ago there were no mak
ers or aeroplanes in Germany and un-
til two years ago none that had
achieved any real successes. Today
the great exposition hall in Berlin's
zoological garden is filled with an ex
hibit, of German Hying machines.
German motors and other flying ac
ee88ories which is hardly less than
astounding. The comparison is em-
phasized by the presence of the ori-
ginal biplane, with which , Orvillc
Wright, early in September, 1909,
made on the Tempelhof Field, south
of Berlin, the first .successful flights
ever made in Germany. This biplane,
now the property of the German mu-
seum at Munich, stands beside n
Wright maohine just made for the
German army. The comparison is
striking. The old machine has twp
light, propellers and its equipment
comprises only the indispensable
things. The new military machine
has but one propeller and it is equip-
ped with wireless telegraph appara
tus. With its 50-fi- 0 horsepower motor
the military Wright weighs but 770 j
pounds.
One of the exhibits that attracts
general attention is the Euler biplane
in which Prince Henry gained his
aviator's license. Beside the prince's
machine stands the military Euler,
the "aeroplane destroyer." Upon it
is mounted a machine gun, or, rath
er fi. machine gun was mounted upon
it once. The mounting is still there,
but. the war department has evidently
not cared to have the gun publicly
exhibited.
One monoplane exhibited has three
prop(,)iergi an(j another presents some- -
thinjr new two propellers moved
of each other by two mo-
tors. This would seem to insure
against the calamity of a dead motor
in midair.
Prince Frederick Slgismund of
Prussia exhibits a racing monoplane
which, he proudly declared, "was
bulk entirely by me, without the as-
sistance of an engineer or any me-
chanic." Prince Frederick is a mil-
lionaire many times over, belonging
to the "rich" branch of the Hohen-zoller-
family. He expects to reach
at least 72 miles an hour with his
new machine.
A tendency to protect the aviatoi
is manifest in most or the new mod-
els, the majority or them providing a
covered or partially covered seat tor
the pilot, and his passenger, within
which they sit much as one might
sit in the nose of a great torpedo.
A QUARTER CENTURY
Before the Public. Over five million
samples given away each year. The
constant and increasing sales from
samples, proves the genuine merit, of
Allen's Foot-Ease- , the antiseptic pow-
der to be shaken into the shoes for
corns, bunions, aching, swollen, moist,
tender feet. Sold everywhere, 25c.
Sample FREE. Address. A. S. Olm
sted, LeRoy, X. Y.
WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure'repeat orders. '
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
It Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
ORDER THROUGH
THE MEYERS CO.
ond.
It keeps your whole tnsides right.
There is nothing else made like
Lax-Fo-
Remember the name LAX-FO-
116-1- 18 W. Silver Avenue
PRead The Optic.
-- AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1912. "HRta
FADS AND NO MORE DANGER
FROM HAND
SUFFERED
23 YEARS
Constant Suffot or From Chron-
ic Catarrh nolovod by
if his riprap had been completed to
the crest of the dam and had settled
to it final position. However, to be
absolutely on the safe side I would
recommend that the elevation of the
water surface be kept at least eight
feet below the level of the dam crest.
As I stated previously the embank
roent Is well compacted and the earth
rwo WOMEN
TESTIFY
What Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound Did For
Their Health Their own
Statements Follow.
DAM
NEWS FORECAST FOR
THE COMING WEEK.
.
Washington, D. C- - Aril 87. Mas-
sachusetts promises to furnish the
most Interesting political news of the
coming week. Presidential prefer-
ence primaries will be held there to
select all delegates to the coming na-
tional political conventions. The pri-
maries In the Bay statu will offer a
test of sentiment different from any
that has gone before. Inasmuch as
they will not be complicated with lo-
cal fights of any kind. They nre call-
ed for the sole purposo of electing
delegates to the national conventions
and they will not affect a single state
or county office. They will not even
be indicative of sentiment affecting
the governorship, or national issues,
for that matter, for the state conven-
tion is eliminated and tne Massachu-
setts delegates to Chicago and Balti-
more will not be governed even by a
platform.
The names of Taft, Roosevelt and
LaFollette will appear on the repub-
lican ballot in Massachusetts. Both
FASHIONS
New York. April 27. The long ex--i
pected has happened and the draped
klrt, in the pannier style and Its Tar-lou- s
modifications, has arrived. So!
far the new ityle finds 1U expression
principally In evening gowns of a j
tore or less elaborate nature and the
mod. Is show no exaggerated effects
in drapery. However, the season has'
only just begun and ihere Is no doubt
that before the season has reached
its climax there will be seen models
carrying the new style to absurd and
ridiculous extremes.
When one gets away from the pic-- !
turesque evening frocks, one finds
fewer extreme draperies, but all the a
skirts In soft materials show consid-- 1
rable fullness and the tucked up
draperies in one form or another one j
being widely exploited. Whether it
will be accepted by either the fastid-- j
loua women or the crowd remains to
be seen, but some of its versions are
really delightful. Not every mater-- 1
ial Is suitable for this effect. In taf-- j
feta this kind of ekirt is decidedly
boufant in the upper section, full and
straight and limp below, and is rather
too extreme to tempt any but the rad- -
icals and the adventurous. But in:
the softer stuffs it is less extreme,
and when well made has cachet and
charm.
A very handsome frock shown in
one of the shops was of very soft
sheer creamy lingerie material over
an underskirt of black satin or at
least with the skirt of black satin be- -
low the tucked up puff of the lingerie
oversklrt. This puff fell quite limply
but very full and followed a slightly
slanting line downward from front to
back. From under the tucked upj
edge fell a soft plaited frill of very!
fine cream lace. There was a full
frilled fichu on the simple lingerie
fcortlce and narrow plaited frills fin-
ished the long slim transparent
sleeves. The girdle was of black.
Another charming model with the
tncked up draper had its underskirt
f finest cut work embroidery found-
ing with a little plain batiste showing
above the deep embroidery. The bod-
ice and tucked tip oversklrt were of
oft flowered silk in Louis XVI. de
sing of rose and blue and straw color
and there was a flat fichu of the cut
work embroidery covering! almost the
entire bodice above a girdle of old
blue.
A method of skirt drapery which
merely gives a little movement to the
skirt lines without Introducing any
extreme lines or actual bouffancy
consists In placing a group of tiny
horizontal plaits on one side of a
skirt that would otherwise hang In
slightly full folds tne fullness of
course more pronounced In back and
sides than In front.
Rut not all of the new frocks are
draped. Indeed, drapery, so far, Is
the exception and It Is only because
It sounds a new note that the drap-
ery Idea Is the thing most clearly
defined In one's mind, after a study
f the new models. Most skirts In
soft materials have considerable full
ness, but this fullness is very Ukel
to be held in by some transverse
trimming or, at least, to be dragged
down into straight clinging lines.
Occasionally one finds a skirt with
smooth fitting upper section and the
lower part in a plaited flounce which
falls perfectly straight and tot'., flar-
ing not at all toward the bottom. Kor
the woman who considers a broken
fkirt line unbecoming, there are plen- -
ty of models with full length plain
front panels, or merely full length
button trimming. The full lencth
line Is more often interrupted at the
waist by a girdle or belt than it was
year ago, and often only the full
skirt length has the feature, but even
this adds height to t figure.
The belted blouse with straight
basque figures among the smart
'
frocks, and though it cuts the height
when In material contrasting with
the skirt or when trimmed around
the bottom by contrasting material, it
Is much less trying when it contin-
ued by the line of the skirt without
any definite line or band of separa-tlon- .
Some extremely pretty models,
on this order are made in various soft
materials and are particularly becom-
ing to youthful wearers.
The stripped chitons, radiums,
voiles and other sheer stuffs make
up most attractively and a good deal
is done with plain silk and stripe in
combination. The primly flowered
.Tony silks too are often made up
with plain one-ton-e silk, as are the
Jouy marquisettes and chiffons.
One sees 'lingeries stuffs combined
with silk !n smart looking models,
which of course will not bear tub
bing; but that is true of most of the
more elaborate lingeries models even
when no silk "Is Introduced in them.
Black satin or taffeta trims some of
the best looking lingerie models, and
Insert lace, openwork embroidery,
etc., are made to show up well by
hanging them over a veiling of black
chiffon or black net. Then, too, black
net is used for inserted bands and
frills upon sheer shite lingerie ma-
terials.
The triple skirt, each section rath-
er scant and clinging, and with som
border trimmings, is ubiquitous. Lik-
able little frocks of dotted or other
sheer stuffs, such as marquisettes,
crepon, radium, etc., with white or
cream ground, have each section ot
their triple skirts scalloped shallow- -
ly and narrowly bound or corded on
the edges with black. The simplest
of bodices Is trimmed in some way
to harmonize with the skirt and a
girdle is of black with sash ends. The
effect is peculiarly piquant and pret-
ty. A. clever arrangement of pony
radium and black taffeta made one
very simple frock shown in one of
the shops unusually attractive.
Sheer lingerie or net dyed to the
color of the material and the heavy
lace is often used for the upper part
of the bodice in order to make the
frock comfortably cool. Modified
jumper arrangements with deep
yokes and sleeves of sheer material
New Mooreneld, Ohio. -- "I take great
pleasure in thanking you for what your
VegetableCompound
has done for me. I
had bearing doWn
pains, was dizzy and
weak, had pains in
lower back and could
not be upon my feet
long enough to get a
meal. As long as I
laid on my back I
would feel better,
but when I would
get up those bearing
down pains would come back, and the
doctor said I had female trouble. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
the only medicine that helped me and I
have been growing stronger ever since
I commenced to take it I hope it will
help other suffering women as it has me.
You can use this letter." Mrs. Cassie
Lloyd, New Mooreneld, Clark Co., Ohio.
Rend What This Woman Says:
South Williamstown, Mass. "Lydia
E. Pinkham'r Vegetable Compound cer-
tainly has done a great deal for me. Be-
fore taking it I suffered with backache
and pains in my side. I was very irreg-
ular and I had a bad female weakness,
especially after periods. I was always
tired, so I thought I would try your med-
icine. After taking one bottle of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I
felt so much better that I got another
and now I am a well woman. 1 wish
more women would take your medicine.
I have told my friends about it" Mrs.
Robert Colt, Box 46, South Williams-tow- n,
Mass.
are frequently used for the heavier
summer materials.
The heavy soft linens are made
this season in many n-- weaves,
most of which are more or less rough,
and the cotton corduroys In white are,
like these linens, very popular.
The new silk-serg- e suitings are ex-
tremely lovely. They come in black
and colors, but are unusually smart
in white striped diagonally in black
or gray. The shepherd's plaid and
diamond-checke- d designs in black and
white are also good.
Whipcords, two toned, and whip-
cord diagonals are most popular for
the coat and skirt suit for early
spring wear.
Eyelet-embroidere- d taffeta used In
connection with plain taffeta and
chiffon of the same color are mater
ial's used In the make-u-p of some
very attractive models. Fetching lit-
tle coatees are fashioned from this
material.
Jouy fleur de sole Is a marvelously
soft silk with gaily colored small
roses scattered thickly over the white
background, which Is checked in a
hairline.
Sashes, which are a usual feature
upon the present "dressy" frock, are
fashioned of gossamer fabrics instead
of the heavier silk or satin.
We are told that this is spring and
some of us are gullible enough to fall
for it.
of which It Is made Impresses me as
being exceptionally good material. It
has enough clay In It to give It s very
good consistency and when on-- e com
pacted Is not easily eroded by the ac
tion of the water. This la a very
noticeable character.
The embankment proper Is In ex
eellent condition and there Is no evi
dence of recent settlement or are
there any cracks. The material along
the slope, having been put In place
partly by shovels and not having been
Tamped as thoroughly as the main
body of the dam may have slipped or
yielded a little as the riprap settled
Into position. This applies 4o a thick
nes of possibly a couple of feet along
the fact of the dam and could prob
ably be prevented by thorough hand
tamping. This Is what Mr. Hand in
tends to do In the future asd It will
no doubf result also In there being
less settlement of the riprap.
There Is Just the slightest evidence
of seep through the embankment near
the natural ground surface at a point
removed some distance from the out
let tube but I do not regard it all se- -
slouely and think tt is likel yto stop
In a few months time. It is hardly
an element of danger to a well com
pactei embankment 35 feet wide on
top and scarcely over ten feet high
In conclusion I will state that I
consider this dam as It stands at the
present 'time to be absolutely safe
The temporary riprap near the top
should be removed and replaced by a
substantial thickness or rock riprap.
The freeboard should be increased to
eight teet, which Bhrould hereafter be
the minimum. Otherwise I see no rea
son that the embankment should not
be built up several more feet In height
provided that as good earth is used
and it is as well compacted as that
at the top of the dam at the present
time. I am sure with the investment
he has in this dam that Mr. Hand
will be more than glad to take the
precautionary measure I have recom
mended.
Respectfully submitted,
tSigned) W. B. FREEMAN.
Hydraulic Engineer.
GERTRUDE BELKNAP WEDS.
Louisville, Ky., April 27. A wed-
ding of note here today was that of
Miss Gertrude Belknap, daughter of
Mrs. Morris B. Belknap, and Ronald
Currie Lee of New York. Tha cere-
mony was performed this afternoon
at the homo of the bride's mother.
The bride was given away by her
grandfather, General Simon Bolivar
Buckner, the famous Confederate
commander who Is now in his nine-
tieth year.
WILL ADOPT PENSION PLAN.
New York, April 27. Thomas R.
Preece, vice president and general
organizer of the Bricklayers and
Stonemasons' International union,
sailed today for England, where he
will spend two months in studying
the pension systems of various Eng-
lish labor organizations. At Its n
last January the bricklayers
and stonemasons organizations de-
cided to adopt an old age pension
plan. The result of Mr. Preece's in-
vestigations abroad will be used in
determining the various features of
the proposed pension system and lat-
er the plan will be submitted to the
membership of the organization for
ratification.
Healthy
Women who bear children and re-
main healthy are those who prepare
their systems In advance of baby's
coming. Unless the mother aids
nature in its pre-nat- al work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the de-
mands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use It. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas-
tic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numb-
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam-
mation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely mcL Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to eniov tho
rearing of her
child. Mother's MAfkAVFriend is sold at iHM0tlr
drug stores.Write for our free Friendbook for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many sug
gestions of a helpful nature.
BEAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., AnWt. C
Mrs. J. If.
Bourland, San
Saba, Texas,
writes:
"For twenty-t-
hree year
I was a con-
stant sufferer
from chronic
catarrh. I had
a severe mis-
ery and burn-
ing In the top
ot my head.
There was al-
most a con-
tinual drop-
ping of mucus
Into my throat,
which caused
frequent ex-
po c to ration.
My entire sys-
tem gradually
became In-
volved, and
my condition Mr. J. H. Bourland.
grew worse. 1
had an incessant cough and frequent
attacks of bilious colic from which It
seemed I couiu not recover. My bowels
also became causing alarming
attacks of h --lorrhages. I tried many
remedies, v. nch gave only temporary
relief or no relief at all. I at last tried
Peruna and In three days I was re-
lieved of the bowel derangement After
uslnf? live bottles I was entirely cured.
I moat cheerfully recommend the use of
Peruna to any one similarly afflicted."
water being about four feet below the
top of the reservoir dam. At that
stage I should say that the lake had
a surface area in excess of a thou-
sand acres. At one end of the lake
Isabel reservoir and separated from
it by a narrow ridge there is a nat-
ural reservoir basin in which water
can be stored to a depth of several
Teet without any dam at all. A a
gage height of about 12 feet the wa-
ter in the lake was almost level with
the top of the separating ridge and
by a little excavation it was possible
to turn some of the water from Lake
Isabel into this natural basin. Some
water has been so diverted for some
three weeks past. The basin is hardly
commencing to fill up as yet and the
water level Is several feet below that
in the lake. I would say that this
basin would have a surface area of
over 400 acres when It rises to the
present level of the lake. Some idea
of Its size may be gathered from the
fact that It rose less than six inches
in 24 hours previous to the afternoon
of April 21 at which time I estimated
the flow Into it to be over 100 second
feet, which Is probably a third more
water than was coming into Lake Isa
bel through the Intake canal. By
deetenlng the channel through the
ridge into the basin the outflow can
be greatly increased and the level of
the lake lowered any desired amount.
In fact, it Is the intention to lower
the lake about four feet by this me-
thod in the near future. It will be
noticed that the Lake Isabel dam had
a freeboard of only about four feet
about April IS. On that day there
occurred a terrific and almost unpre
cedented wind storm, which was quite
general throughout the Rocky moun-
tain region. Its direction was down
the lake and roughly at right angles
to the axis of the dam. Naturally in
a lake of that size there were very
large waves some of which came al-
most to the top of the dam and some
spray was thrown on the same. I
saw no evidence that any waves went
over the dam.
Some of the riprap having been re-
cently placed slipped down or settled
In a few places but not to an alarm-
ing degree. In fact I am of the opin-
ion that this settlement, which is not
unusual, has been going on for some
time past. At points where the rip-
rapping had not been completed to
the level of the crest It was necessary
to put In temporary riprapping of va-
rious kinds and Mr. Hand had a large
force at work while the storm was In
progress to preevnt possible cutting
from wave action near the top of the
dam. This temporary riprapping wsb
still in place when I visited the dam
on April 20. It consists of sacks of
dirt, bales of straw, canvas, straw,
cedar brush and some rock. It an-
swers the purpose very nicely for tem-
porary use and Mr. Hand will have it
removed shortly and replaced by the
usual rock riprap. There was a fair-
ly strong wind blowing when I was
there but I could see that there was
no likelihood of cutting from wave
action. As a precautionary measure
M r.Hand should be required to main-
tain a free board of eight feet at his
dam and he intends Immediately to
lower his lake level four feet so as
to have that much freeboard. With
that freeboard he would not have had
the least trouble from a storm of the
magnitude nf that nf mrl 19
that matter with five feet freeboard
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER EXAMINES
STRUCTURE AND PRONOUN-
CES IT SAFE
Made anxious by the receiK tan-
trums of the big lake on the Hand
. nch. which threatened to cause se-
rious damage in the lower valley of
the Saiello in the virinity of Wstrous
the people dwelling In that locality
apealed to Mr. Hand to assure them
there would be no further danger or
snticliiation of danger. Accordingly
V. n. Freeman, a hydraulic engineer
of Santa Fe. was employed to ex-
amine the dam. Mr. Freeman's re-
tort asserts there is no further cause
for alarm He makes, however, some
recommendations for Improvlnlg the
structure. Mr. Freeman's report Is
as follows:
Snata Fe. N. M, April 21. 1912.
I(cort on Condition "f Lake Isabel
Dam. San Miguel County, N. M.
This report Is the result of a per-
sonal inspect ion, which 1 made of this
lam on April 20 at the reiiuest of the
state engineer. The object was to
determine whether it was properly
iind safely constructed.
Lake Isabel, which is a part of the
irrigation system of .1. D. Hand at
Alamos. Is an Inland reservoir
supplied by a feeder canal of several
hundred second feet capacity from
the Sapello river. This canal Is
something over a mile and one half
In lnegth and has been in use. I be-
lieve, for some four or five years sup-
plying water to this natural depres-
sion across the lower end of which
there has been until comparatively
recently a small earthen dam or em--
bankmnet, which has been aded to
froni time to time and which is par'
of the present dam.
The dam, which might be said to be
still in the stage of construction, Is
now about 16 feet high at the out-
let or lowest point of the ground
surface at the dam site and has a
length of something like four thou
sand feet. Conslderalble of the em-
bankment has been placed within the
last year and it is the Intention to
build K up a few feet higher. The
dam Is of the very usual type of low
earthern dam without core wall or
cut off wall and with rock riprap on
the upstream face. It has a concrete
outlet tube about four feet square
on the Inside with an Iron gate at
the upper end. This tube, which was
constructed within the last few
months, has a length of nearly 70 feet
and It Is planned to built It to a final
length of about 120 feet. The con-
crete is 14 inches in thickness on
all sides. There are wing walls at
the Intake end and collars at inter-
vals of 12 feet of length.
At the present stage of eonstnic- -
ton the top width of the dam is some-
thing like 35 feet at the highest point
and the embankment is very well
compacted. It was placed largely by
wheel scrapers and brought, up by
lifts of something less than 12 inches
in a general way. It is stated that it
was tamped In place by the tramping
of sheep in addition to the compact-
ing of the material from the move-
ment of scrapers and horses along the
top of the dam as wel as the stone
boats and wagons carrying the stone
for riprap, which In a way was put
in place so as to keep progress with
the rise of the embankment. From
its appearance I have no reason to
doubt the statement that the earth
was well compacted and I see very
tittle evidence of foreign materials,
such as straw, brush or even stones,
in the embankment proper. The up
stream face of the dam I should say j
has a slope considerably flatter than
2.1.
' The riprap consist largely of bould-Th- e
riprap consists largely of bould-
ers from three inches to 12 inches in
riprapping has a thickness of three
feet or more. It was hand placed, not
carefully of course, but as much so
as I would consider necessary on a
dam of that size. Intermixed with
the rock Is to be found straw, cedar
brush and similar materials In con-
siderable quanities, which puobahly
gave rise to the criticism that the
dam is made up of such material. The
idea of their use is to fill up the
interstices between the boulders of the
riprapping and thereby protect the
face of the dam more completely. I
see nothing objectionable In this prac
tice as long as they do not enter Into
the embankment proper. The top of
the riprapping Is somewhat below
the level of fhe present crest of the
dam.
During the spring the feeder canal
has been carrying a rather large quan-
tity of water into the reservoir and
about April 13 the reservoir gage re
gistered something like 12 feet the
Taft and Roosevelt have visited.
state several times during th
two months and it is generallv aa
ted that the race between them W.
be close. On the democratic ballot
will appear the names ot Clark and
Wilson, though it is understood that
the Massachusetts delegates at Bal-
timore will vote for Governor Foss
on the first ballot. The primary re-
sults will determine who is to be sec-
ond choice of the Massacbnlsetts
democrats.
Both Taft and Roosevelt are fight-
ing for the New Hampshire dele-
gates, who are to be selected by the
republican state convention which
will meet Tuesday In Concord.
Pennsylvania republicans are ts
meet in state convention In Harris
burg Wednesday to nominate candi
dates for auditor general, state treas
urer and four congressmen-t-lar-
and select 12 delegates to the nafonat
convention. Encouraged by their suc-
cess In the recent primaries the
Roosevelt followers are laying plans
so that their control of the conven
tion may be unquestioned, and ulso
wflth a view cf overthrowing Senatot
Penrose and completely wrecking bis
political machine.
Other events on the republican cal-
endar for the week will include the
state convention in Tennessee and
the state convention in West Vir- -
oinin Tl.nTlDDIAo fa flafml? lit.- bf
Taft managers, while Roosevelt Is
lleved to have tllg "saail 'ilT'f.' 1
glnia.
The democrats whl be even basle
during the week than the republicans
In addition to the presidential pret"
ernce primaries in Massachusetts
there will be similar primaries for
the democrats in Georgia and Flor
Ida and state conventions in Colo
rado, Connecticut and Delaware.
The contest in the Florida prlmar
les will be confined to Woodrow Wil
son and Oscar W. Underwood and
the situation is believed to be virtual
ly the same in Georgia. Connecticut
democrats are expected to instruct for
Governor Simeon EL Baldwin, while
Harmon, Wilson and Clark will fight
it out in Colorado. If Delaware In-
structs it probably will be for Wil-
son.
Events of the week outside the
field of politics will include President
Taft'B visit to Georgia, the celebra-
tion of the Louisiana centennial at
New Orleans, the great parade of wo-
man suffragists in New York, the H-
ovelling of a statue of Archbishop
Carroll of Georgetown university, .ad
the general conference of $ip Meih
dlst Episcopal church, which is to a
semble in Minneapolis Wednesday.
DOING THEIR DUTY.
Scores of East Las Vegas Readers Ars
Learning the Duty of the
Kidneys.
To filter the blood is the kidneys'
duty.
When they fail to do this the kid-
neys are sick.
Backache and many kidney ills fol-
low;
Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
kidneys.
East Las Vegas-peopl- endorse our
claim.
Jacob Kenestrlck, 706 Lincoln Ave,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "My
opinion pf Doan's Kidney Pills which
was publicly expressed In a testimon-
ial I gave two and a half years ago,
remains unchanged. Whenever I have
taken Doan'r Kidney Pills, procured
Trom the Center Block Pharmacy,
they have brought relief from kidney
complaint I am glad to give this
remedy the praise It deserves."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MUbur-n Co-
- Buffalo,
New Pork, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
How Build Today
To Replace the Wornout Parts
of Yesterday?
Each day thinkers use up cells of the Brain.
Each day active workers destroy cells in the nerve centres.
If the food lacks the things Nature demands for rebuilding, Nervous Postration and
Brain-fa- g result.
Suppose a bricklayer tried to build a wall and the boss furnished brick, sand and
water, but left out the lime?
Suppose you eat plenty of albumin and take sufficient water, but neglect food which
contains Phosphate of Potash?
Nature cannot rebuild gray matter in nerve centres and brain without Phosphate of
Potash which binds together lburnin and water to make it.
Phosphate of Potash, as grown in the grains by Nature, is morejthan half the
mineral .salts in Grape-Nut- s.
There's a Reason'' for
GrapeNuts
Made by Postum Cereal Company. Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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BEAUTIFUL
He defended that work of tin
committee which Holt aald waa con
sclentlous and he said New Mexican
had right to charge what it pleased
and that was what New Mevlcan did
Holt says we shall tie judged b. our
act. I think time is opportune to
say that the other members are actu--
ated by just as high motives as the
gentleman from Bernalillo.
Barth replies that other members
are jealous of him, makes fun ot
Holt's gray hair. Barth charges New
Mexican with graft and denies that
he charged members with graft.
Crampton says Harth overlooked a
part of the bill, says he was thinking
over his dissertation.
Crampton says when Harth goes
"nosing around" he will probably be
able to learn from committees all he
wants to know. Crampton cays all the
virtues In this legislature do not come
rrom Hernallllo county. '
Mahry says he will vole for the bill
and that he Is a member of commit-
tee on printing. Says that committee
was imposed upon. Says he agrees in
part with every one who has spoken.
The bill was passed 21 to 0. Ad-
journed to Monday afternoon at 3: SO
o'clock.
House.
On motion of TrujIHo, the reading
' Journal s dispensed with.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Tear $2.00
fa PBM 1.00
J
A GENUINE Hi
50-COMPA- NY-
"Tk'e lire atesl Musical Homed Stwrm in Yean"
PRICES 75cts. $1.00, $1.50Speaker
Baca presided. known be father of Representative
On motion of Catron the ho, so ' Manzaranares and knew him aB a
went Into committee of the who o to man worhy of the honor. Representa-discus- s
house substitute for tfQOM tive Manzanares thanked Mr. de Baca
the forces at Parral tomorrow.' Gen-
eral Salazar with the last trainload of
troops will leave for Escalon this
evening, from which point he will di-
rect the campaign south In the face
of the concentration at Escalon the
federals have drawn in tWV outposts
to Bermijillo. It seems evident that
they prefer to act on the defensive,
which probably will delay a decisive
engagement for a week or ten days.
Conditions are Improving
Washington, April 27. Reassuring
advices were received today at the
state department from Mexican points.
Americans in Los Merohis and Es
peranza Sonora, where serious con-
ditions were reported several days,
are said to be safe. It is from this
)ointed that Americans will, be taken
by the army transport Ruford.
The Yaqui Indians are reported to
have quieted down. Tranquil condK
tions are also said to exist at Sal
tnio, Coahuila, and Lluvis Deoro, in
Durango. Only rumors have come
to the state department that Great
Britain would send a warship to tJhe
west coast of Mexico.
Americans Acted Bravely
Chicago, April 27. Two of the five
Americans wiho recently repulsed an
attack made by bandits on the Amer-
ican hacienda at Quimlchio on the
Sinaloa-Tepi- c border in Mexico, sav
ing eight women and children bj
walking 20 miles and escaping in ca
hoes to Teacapan, were Chlcagoans.
They were Kiliam Stimpson, 20
years old, and Guy L. Jones, 31 years
old. Stimpson left Chicago for Mex
ico last October and Jones has been
employed there as a superintendent
for two years. The last letters re-
ceived by the families of the men
were posted at Julmichio April 12.
In the letter dated April 12, Jones
said the form of government was ev
erywhere present but the substance
was lacking.
'The sacking of a ranch will be re
ported to the local magistrate," he
wrote. "The magistrate will go
through all the form of getting a de
scription of the marauders, file com
plaints against them, report it to the
next town and go through all the red
tape, but- when It came down to the
hunting the men tihe police would
loolt every place but where the men
are likely to be found."
Jones, who is a Harvard graduate.
wrote that "there Is no authority any
where to enforce the laws."
In the Madero revolution about 500
of the 2,000 peons of the hacienda
joined the revolutionary forces and
told of weapons and horses which
Bill No. 17. by Goodell, the moclica!
act. Toombs was called to th3 '
chair and presided with dignity an 1
suavity.
Sanchez moved to amend Section
1, line 4. by substituting the word
persons" for "men" so that a woman
can be appointed on the board of
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
"seven learned in medicine'' to beat the exInBe ot Guadajupe county;
known as the Board of Medical Ex-- 1 tnat tnrub some adroit manuever-aminers,- "
to be named bv the kov- - inR ne nad been deprived or an oppor
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
responsible for toss.
Specimen copies free on appllca-kn- .
iVL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
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I L'STICK FOR THE UNJUST
W hope no maurUl do injustice
n. ixoiJsevVlt . Mo is a remarkable
Telephone or call and we wilt have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
payment of such survey.
House Thursday Afternoon.
Senate Joint .Memorial No. 3 waa
upon motion of Vargas taken up for
consideration. It is the Burns' Me
mortal asking for the allotment of the
Navajo and Jicarllla reservations in
northwestern New Mexico, opposing
the creation of reserves, etc., by exec- -
utlve order, to eliminate non-timb-
areas from national forest- - to restore
to the public domain lands unneces- -
sarily segregated for power and re
clamation purposes. After a parlia-
mentary wrangle, the house refused
to suspend the rules for the passage
of the memorial, the vote being 26 to
17. The memorial was referred to the
committee on ways and means to re-
port as soon as possible
House Substitute for House Bill
No. 32. from the ways and means
committee, authorizes incorporated
municipalities to make permanent im
provements and to assess the 'cost
against railroads, street railways and
other property owners was ordered
printed.
House Bill No. 45, the Sumner
county bill, was taken up for consid-
eration. De Maca moved to amend the
bill, so as to change the name of the
county to Manzanares. He said it has
been the custom in creating new coun-tie- s
to commemorate some historic
New Mexico name: that he had
but &8Ke! him to withdraw the
amendment. to which Mr. de Raca
consented.
Clancy in moving to recommit the
bill to the committee on ways and
means, said that Guadalupe county is
a poor county at its best; that this
measure would benefit Fort Sumner
tunity to be heard; that there are
several citizenls of liuadalupe county
who desire to be heard on the bill,
and that he had been unfairly treat-
ed.
A point of order of Catron that the
bill could not be recommitted a sec-
ond time, was overruled by Speaker
Baca.
Mullens, Nichols and Toombs ex-
plained their affirmative vote. The
bill was recommitted by 26 to 16
votes and Clancy thanked the house
for the fair consideration he had been
given in this matter.
House Bill No. 1 10, regulating the
drilling, capping and management of
oil and gas wells, introduced ty Young
was passed. Burg in explaining the
bill said it was intended for the pres-
ervation of what he believed would
be one of New Mexico's greatest
Thousands or dollars are
being spent, at present, in prospect-
ing for petroleum, and many inexper-
ienced persons are engaged in this
work. Some of these may strike oil-lie- n
ring strata unknowingly and care-
lessly abandon them; permitting the
water from rocks above to force out
the oil, to the great loss of the state
in the future. Young thanked Burg
for his explanation.
Catron moved to adjourn, so that
others might be heard on this inter
esting subject, but was ruled out of
order, the speaker declaring that he
had ordered the roll call. Rogers ex
plained his vote, saying he would be
much more enthusiastic in his sup-
port of the bill, if the word "drillers"
were aoaea to tnat of owners," as
many a case might arise in which the
owner would be beyond the jurisdlo
tion of the courts. The bill passed
41 to 1, Blanchard voting against it.
Speaker Baca announced the fol
lowing committee to visit the peniten
tiary to determine and recommend as
to the needs and desired Improve
ments of the institution, in accord
anco with the Casados resolution
Miguel Baca, Blanchard, Campbell,
Boulware and Toombs.
TO BE WIDELY OBSERVED
New York, April 2TT The National
Association, for the Study and Preven-
tion of Twberculosis, which has its
headquarters in this city, is in re-
ceipt of advices Indicating that ser-
mons dealing with the "white plague"
and its prevention will be preached
from at least 50,000 pulpits in Amerl
ca tomorrow, on the occasion of the
third annual observance of Tubercu-
losis day. .
NUT
LUMP
2f
LARGE SUM OF
MONEY
STATE INSTITUTIONS MAKE
HEAVY REQUEST FOR PUB-
LIC FUNDS.
Santa Ke. . M., April 27. The
heads of institutions have completed
their sessions with the finance com
mittees of both houses and have for-
mulated their financial demands on
the legislature. All the educational
institutions desire greatly increased
appropriations, excepting the New
Mexico Military institute, which,
however, desires reimbursement for
the beast iful building put up In place
of that destroyed by fire and for
which the people of Roswell in part
advanced the funds. The university,
it is understood desires something
like $60,OW, part of which Is needed
for the establishment of the proposed
law school. That the financial needs
of the univejaity bve increased so
greatly is indicative of its growth
during the past year. The total asked
for by the educators for the state's
educational Institutions is $298,758.60
House Calendar.
Yesterday's proceedings:
House Substitute for House Bill
No. 17, original introduced by Good-el- l
(by request) March, 22, an act reg-
ulating and defining the practice of
medicine in the state of New Mexico,
and providing penalties for the vio-
lation thereof: referred to committee
on judiciary, April 19, reported with
recommendation by majority that
committee substitute be passed in
Hen of original, and by minority with
recommendation that it be passed
with amendments. Minority report
tabled; majority report adopted, sub-
stitute made the "special order fo?
next Friday at 2 p. m."
House Bill No. 119, introduced bj
Llewellyn, April, an act requiring the
supreme donrt of the state to decide
appeals on the substantial rights of
the parties to the record, regardless
of technical ecrors; referred to com-
mittee on ways and means, April 23,
reported with recommendation that R
be passed.
Senate Joint Memorial No. 2, Intro-
duced by Clark, March 23, memoriali-
zing congress to pass Senate Bill No.
3 encouraging the instruction in agri-
cultural Industrie, home economics
in secondary schools, etc., March 28,
referred to committee on education.
April 19, reported with recommen-
dation that it be passed.
Senate,
Senate called to order 2:3" p. m.
Journal as revised is read and af- -
firmed. It now stands with all debate
cut out.
House Joint Memorial No. 2 made
special order for Monday at 3:30 by
motion of Crampton.
Petitions.
Anti-priz- e Tight, Artesia, Jemez
Springs.
Negra, Torrance county, an aboli-
tion of sale of liquor, 38 names.
Against prize fight from Las Vegas,
Ft. Sumner, ttoswell, Oayton, 298
names; JVmistad, Grant county, 40
names.
Teachers of Valencia county want
prohibition.
Petitions from teachers of Valencia
asking for full pay year around.
Resolution from Las Vegas stating
that attempt is being made to con-
vince legislature that there is no sen
timent against prize fighting and de--
nying that Ias Vegas Christian peo-
ple favor the Tripp bill. Resolution
asks that Tripp bill be Rilled. E. C.
Anderson chairman, 330 people at
meeting.
Senate Bill No. 112, by Bowman,
money for payment of legislature
supplies and printing $12,500 or as
much as needed. Money to be drawn
on signature of chairman of commit-
tee on printing. Bowman moves rules
be suspended and bill passed.
Beth. opposes matter saying he
cannot understand why bill should be
passed appropriating $12,500 under
suspension of the rules. Roasts n
and printing "graft."
Barth holds up bill and shows lines
divided, double leads, etc.
Holt makes point of order. Chair
sustains him. Barth asks Bowman if
bill does not provide for paying New
Mexican. Bowman replies that lt
does. Chair then rules against Holt's j
point of order. Barth sayc he is In-
formed that New Mexican's bill tor
three weeks was over $5,000. Barth
says Albright tc Anderson Jffe doing
more for 20 cents than New Mexican
is doing for $1.20.
Howman defends bill, says it is well
known fact that it was necessary to
have printing done at once. Commit-
tee called in members of senate who
Phone Main 344.
had been secreted. The revolution-
ists returned after one visit to the
place and seized the weapons and
drove off the horses. The haciendi
SCENIC AND
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ernor. The amendment was adopted.
The members of the board are to
serve for two years, and must have
practiced five years and have a diplo-
ma from a reputable college of medi-
cine, no school or system of practice
to have a majority on the board. Sec-
tions 2 and 3 were adopted as read
On motion of Rogers, Section 4 was
amended so as to include women it
its provisions.
Catron offered two amendments
changing words "false swearing" to
"perjury," in Section 4; and insert
ing "and knowingly" In place of "wil-
fully false."
Section 5 was amended by insert-
ing the words "or her" where it says
"his license." Oh motion of Catron
Section 5 was further amended so as
to make it the duty of the county
clerk on February 1 of each year to
certify to the office of the state
board of medical examiners a correct
list of the physicians then registered
in the county. The original bill made
be date January I, An unnecessary
word "therefor" was stricken out and
a typographical error was corrected
in Section C. On motion of Cation
the word "oath" was substituted for
--affidavit" in Seetion 7. On motion
of house "or her" was inserted. On
motion of Burg the words "before re
ceiving a certificate to practice medi
cine," were inserted. A slight verbal
correction was also made. A typo-
graphical error was corrected in Sec-
tion 9. A debate took place ovev the
provision of 'Section 10, qualifying
contract surgeons in federal service
to practice m New Mexico, Rogers
moving that the words "while so em-
ployed," be inserted.
Tully, Llewellyn, Rogers, Catron,
Hilton, Blanchard took part in the in- -
teresting disenssion that followed.
The amendment was defeated. Burg i
moved to add "or to any person nn-- 1
less for the purpose of alleviating
pain or suffering from disease," to
the clause forbidding physicians tc
prescribe narcotics or opiates to hab- -
itual users. Burg addressed the
house at length on this amendment.
Blanchard dissented, saying that the
amendment would have an effect op- -
posite from 4hat desired. The amead- -
ment carried. Several other verbal
changes were made.
The following bills were Intro-
duced:
House' Bill No. 147, by Burg,vs,'an
act authorizing county commission- -
ers to have lands within the county-surveye-
for the better return of tax- -
Bargain Day
man ia very r.nuniial man. Few men
ever lived who could do or can do
what Mr. Rooseevlt has done in the
way of "playing the game." He is
'
muscular, active, restless, turbulent,
aggressive, combative, contentious and
belligerent in his whole being. Tem-lierame- n
tally he is a cyclone. He is
never judicial, never deliberatt, never
reflective, never patient, never sym-
pathetic, never magnanimous, never
generous. All people and all organi-
zations and intsitutions are to him
nothing but stage properties to bo
rouped, arranged and adjusted sole-
ly with respect to advantage for him-
self, the star. It is impossible to be
angry at a man like this, though, as
the late Alexander Butts (of the Kan-M- s
City Star) said in referrenig to
l.'i osevelt, "People do not like to be
made to feel that they are mistaken
In upposing they exist."
.'loosevelt's temperament is what it
Is It is doubtful if he Is conscious of
his endless prevarications. He has
the sublime self-conte- which makes
him feel that the king can do no
wrong and that he is the king. But
such a man Is unfit to he captain of
the ship. He is not a safe man to
have power. He is like a crazy man
with a gun. The innocent bystanders
are the ones to suffer. Mr. Roosevelt
Is remarkable but he is so far from
the standards set by Washington,
At
BACHARACH'S
These Goods are for Monday Only.
$1.50
Black and Colored
SILK HOSF
For Women
ANY SHADE
ANY SIZE
Per Pair
$1.05
$1.25
Table Linen
72 inches wide
Snow Flakes and Fleur De
Lis Patterns
Per Yard
98c
29c
For Ladies' Summer Ribbed
Union Suits
Special
29c
Suede and THE
Gun Metal
'tot ntET. WHa m memPnmps
Low Heels E. Las
Uncoln, Grant and the other great
presidents that the American people
do not care to give him the presiden
tial job again. He will never have
it again, and the country will be just
as progressive and go heavenward
just as fast as if he were again hc-n-J
ored. Kansas City Journal.
o
MEET TO UPLIFT THE NEGROES.
Chicago, 111.. April 27. Methods by
which race prejudice may be elimi-
nated and by wiiich friendly rela-
tions between the white and negro
races may be promoted will be dis-
cussed by prominent representatives
of both races at the fourth annual
conference of the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored
People wblch will meet in Chicago
tomorrow for a three days' session.
Miss Jane Addams is to preside at
the initial session tomorrow evening
and the scheduled speakers include
Or. Bmil G. Hirsch of Chicago, Os-
wald G. Willard of New York and
Professor William Pickens of Talla-
dega. Ala.
GOAL AMD WOOD
STORE OF QUALITY"SUGARITE
f lassMaW imk' mmt Bkm mem 'mm m
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
rMm, Qm yy, CONDON f?? Vegas
r
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The Meadow City Daacirfc club will J HAVE YOU MONEY
To loan on good first mortJMM onPERSONALSr The Prescrlptloplst
CARTOONIST AT
THE BROWNE
uoia us regular roriaigauy atnee
in the O. R. C. hall on Ttawiaay nlghL
On this occasion each member of the
club will have the privilege of invit
dty and ranch property? We can
pine feMt at 10 per cent at once
where tan security la ample and the
party good. Phone or ceJU Inreat
meat and Agency Cona, Mala 40.
ing a friend and It Is expected that
'he affair will be an unusually enjoy-
able one. SJ George A. Fleming,
W. L. Serer was in Las Vegas to-
day from his home In Springer.
William J. Mills re-
turned last night from a --short trip to
Santa Fe.
W. A. Golden, nostoffice insi.er.Lor
THEATRE
M'DOUGALL WILLarrived last night from hla In a ilrj ua r- WALLACE
DRAW FUNNY PICTURES WED WATCHESters in Denver.
J. S. Clark, state .senator, and Cle- - NESDAY NIGHT
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
! foes Romero returned last night
from Santa Fe A novel aml interesting art will De
by Mana8er Duncan andC. andofferedC. Robblns, of Gross Kelly
rm.nv om ( !,, llirowne of the Browne theater on M
Mrs. Spies Entertains
for Early Spring Bride
Mrs. Charles Spless was hostess
last Saturday afternoon at a luncheon
in honor of Mrs. Carlos Dunn, one of
the early spring brides of Las Ve-
gas, whose marriage occurred Wed-
nesday morning, and Miss Marie
dchaefer, who, during the first week
Wednesday evening in the appearanceshort business trip to Santa Fe.
01 waiace NDUDiinui 11 rap car- -C.eor?e Learnard, a piano dealer of loonl8t- Mr-
- McDougall wfll entertainin last andAlbuquerque, came night the patrons of that popular playhouse
w ith lightning cartoons of prominent
' INGERSOLL $1.00
INGERSOLL JUNIOR. - . $2.00
MIDGET $2.00
EQUITY (Waltftam) $5.00
Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
of June, will become the bride of
Frank Thompson, of frbana, O. TheWINTERS DRUG CO.
Spless home was beautifully decor
was in Las Vegas today on business.
RufuB Meade, superintendent of the
schools of East l.as Vegas, went to
Santa Fe this afternoon on school
business.
Mrs. R. c. Blackwell, wife of the
popular wire chief of the Western
Union, left a few days ago for an ex
ated, pink being used as the colorPboiie Main b
The Wednesday
Club Holds Meeting
The Wednesday Afternoon Five
Hundred club was entertained at the
meeting of the week b" Mtk. Clara
Heineman. Mrs. T. J. Raywood won
the first prize arid Mrs. H Kettner
was awarded the conWatlon prize.
Those present were Mrs. B. F.
Mrs. Perrv IIm
scheme. Luncheon was served at
three tables. Folowing the luncheon
the afternoon was spent playing six- -
handed euchre. Eaoh of the two
liolttlcal figures in national life and
will also depict in good natured car-
toon some of the local business men.
His act will include humorous feat-
ure on the Johnson and Flynn contest.
Wallance McDougall has just re-
turned from Mexico where he has
mining rnterosts. Previous to his de
parttire for the land of pertual 'rou-
ble, he was aKooniBt on the San
Francisco Bulletin. His cartoons on
sporting events in the exposition city
were popular with the sporting fana
ficg of that town.
He also was formerly with the New
York Globe, Chicago Examiner and
Manila American as political and
sporting: cartoonist. The appearance
We Are Agents
for the
Quests of honor was presented with
h mdsome guest prizes, Miss Rachael
Ward was awarded the first prize,
and Miss Lorna Johnson second. Mrs.
Spless' guests were Mrs. O. G. Schae
Nunn, Mrs. T. J. Raywood, Mrs. Ar-
thur "Lowe, Mrs H. Kettner. Mrs.
Charles Behrin?er, Mrs. E. R. Russell,
tended trip east to visit relatives.
Albert Gerard, who ha been act
ing Santa' Fe baggage master at
Lamy for several weeks, returned
last night. Mr. Gerard will remove to
Lamy permanently next week.
Frank H. Wielandy, who is travel-
ing for the Biaekwell Wielandy com-
pany of St. Louis, left this afternoon
for Albuquerque after spending sev
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANYNew Idea Patterns.
Ter, Mrs. Carlos Dunn, Miss Marie
Schaefer, Miss Sargeant of Chicago,
who is visRing at the Spiees home;
Miss Heather Hill of Idaho Springs;
Miss Rachael Ward, Miss Jeannette
Ward, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Mary
Coors, Miss Bessie Dunn, Miss Mar-
guerite Rudulph, Miss Florence Hos- -
era? days in Las Vegas on business.
County Clerk Lorenao Delgado re-- of a newspaper cartoonist in vaude- -
turned this afternoon from Santa Fe Distributing
Agents
ville is an entirely new feature. "Hud" BAIN
WEBER
WAGONS
Mrs. J. R. R.-k- Mrs. Plue, Mrs. T.
M. El wood. Mrs. Clara Heineman.
Misses George and Worley
Entertain at Dinner
Mis Mine George and MUss Jessie
Worl entertained a numher of
friends at dinner at La Casa de a
last Saturday evening. Follow-
ing dinner the diners made up a line
party at the Photoplay theater. Those
in the party were Miss Marjorie Shaw,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Aurora
Lucero, Miss Jeesie Worley and Miss
Anne George, Messrs. John D. W.
Veeder, Francis T. Kfelly, Henry
Shaw, Leo Tipton and Colbert Root.
4 4 4
The Optic's society editor was up
EMERSON
McCORMICK IMPLEMENTS
Herman c. Ilfeld and Charles A.
Spiese were also among the Las Veg-
as passengers on train No. JO from
Santa Fe.
Owen Shephard left this afternoon
for St. Louis, going by way of Denver.
Shephard will return to Las Vegas
in time for the big championship con-
test and also expects to spend next
winter Jn this city.
Oscar A. Gosch arrived last night
from his home in Albuquerque and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
Mr. Gosch was formerly a resident
Fisher, Winsor McCay, "Rube" Gold
berg and George McManus, the world
famous fun makers of newspaperdom.
have recently made tremendous hits
on the vaudeville stage in New York.
"Bud" Fisher, the famous creator
of Mutt and Jeff, recently closed a
four weeks engagement in New York
for which he received the fabulous
salary of $1,000 a week.
The usual excellent reels from the
Vitagraph, Selig and Essanay moving
picture companies will show the lat-
est features in the canned drama and
comedy.
May Fashion Sheet
Given Away
FREE
Remember, all patterns
IOC ONLY.
Hoffman & Graubarth
THE POPULAR PRICED STORE'
Phone Main 104.
M Ltae ol SADDLESSEEDS
kins, Miss Milured Browne, Miss Mar-jori-e
Shaw, Miss Gladys Gibson and
Miss Emma Tamme.
Miss Coors Hostess
at Dancing Party
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vasse, were
guests of honor at a dancing party
given last Monday night by Miss Mary
Coors at the Coors home on the cor-
ner of Washington avenue and Sixtib
street. The other guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Dunn, Miss Marie
Schaefer, Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Jeannette
Ward, Miss Rachael Ward, Miss Mos-
sy York, Mise Lorna Johnson, Miss
Heather Hill, Miss Marjorie Shaw,
Miss Ruth Williams, Misa Marguerite
Rudulph, Miss Mildred Browne, Miss
Gladys Gibson, Mis? Florence Hm.
against a nice problem in the use of
English today. In a number of items
appearing in the society column men
tion was made of a bride of the week,of this city aj was manager of the THE PLAZA X LAS VEGAS, N. H.numbers of parties having been givenin' her honor before her marriage. InLas Vegas Lumber company.Mail Carrier V. H. Waite received a
describing these functions the societyARE KENTUCKIANS
editor was puzzled to know whether
the maiden name or married name of
telegram yesterday informing him of
the death of his sister, Mrs. Flora
H. Long in Topeka, Kan., and left last
night oii tram No. 2 to attend her tho young woman should be used. FinLOSING THIRST
funeral. Fred Lewis will suhntitutp ally It was decided that the title pro
ceded by "Mrs." was the proper one.
If there are any authorities on Eng
llsh and etiquette who wlBh to demur
the society editor would be glad to
6--127 THERE HAS BEEN AN OVERPRODUCTION OF WHISKEY IN
THAT STATE RECENTLYCafe De Luxe
kins, Will Springer, Colbert C. Root,
Donald Hart, Orrin Blood, W. N. Wat
son, H. D. Young, Ed Thlas, Walter
Hoke, Henry Shaw, R. M. Rohrer, Leo
Tipton, Lawrence Clark, Herbert Geh-rln-
Jack QibeV Ralph wingo,Riohard Devirie.
V W V
A. J. Mendell, private secretary to
A.- T. Paine, superintendent of the
Westerrt Grand division of the Wells
Fargo, arrived in Las Vegas this af-
ternoon. Mr. Mendell, who. Is on Ms
vacation, is taking a trip through the
southwest.
Mrs. Percilla Meier of Raton, dis
hear from them.
a ta'iaLouisville, Ky., April 27. Overpro The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Mduction of Kentucky whiskey, similar morlal Episcopal church met Tuesday
Means with every SIX dollars in trade we give one Tea spoonin the Montrose pattern of the Wm. Rogers "Eagle Brand"
Silverware, or with TWELVE dollars, one Table spoonFREEI
Every article in our display window will be Tiven tn nnr racV
to that during the four years from afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. ABig May DanceNext Thursday Night
trict deputy of the Royal Neighbors,
is in Las Vegas and will organize In
Jones. The next meeting will be held
1890 to 1893, inclusive, which was
followed by several years of depres
REGULAR DINNER
25o
SUNDAY DINNER
35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State.
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
Remembering the good timo. w, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clockthe near future a lodge of her order. sion, is feared by local distillers, who
w ...... WVJhave had at past dances of Hebrew with Mrs. Hazels at her home atthe Royal Neighbors is a sister or 914 Seventh street.have agreed that curtailment in the
output is imperative. The trade hasganization of the Modern Woodmen
of America. Both social and benefit m
iames Benevolent society, it is with
pleasant anticipation that the dancers
of Las Vegas look forward to the
annual ball of the society, which will
occur Wednesday night in rho .n.
customers and to those who pay their accounts in full every
thirty days. Customers wishing to avail themselves of these pre-
miums must settle on or beiore the 5th or 25th of each month.
Las Vegas Mercantile Co.
Mrs. M. M. Salazar, who resides on Iproduced about 90,000,000 gallons inthe last two years; more than 70,--members may be taken in. Ithe West side, celebrated her twentykynn Harper, advance agent for 000,000 in excess of the demand Ififth Birthday Thursday evening byI He Barrier," Rex Beach's great Distillers say a tremendous impetus entertaining a number of her friends.hall. A record breaking number oftickets have been sold for thA
,ffi. Iplay of Alaskan life, was in Las Veg Refreshments were served and everyas today in consultation with Duncan
was given the production of Kentucky
bourbon by the pure food rulings as
to what constitutes real whiskey, and
and it promises to be a great success.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, April 27. Cattle, re-
ceipts 200, no southerns. Market
steady. Native steers f6. 50 8. 60;
southern steers $5.508; southern
cows and heifers $46.25; native
and Browne, managers of the Dun body present had an enjoyable time.The Ladles' Aid society of the Firstme simison orchestra will furnish Jthe music for dancing, nlavine- nil rmany increased the capacity of their
olants in anticipation of a big de
can opera house. "The Barrier" will
be presented in Las Vegas on the the latest airs. Dancing will win
-
f Wait ForTheat 9 o'clock.mand. The overthrow of Dr. Wiley'sconclusions later out into the con-sumption of aging whiskey. Jobbersevening of May 8. "The Barrier"was staged at the Duncan last falland played to a large audience. VThe Missionary society of tho SMrat
Baptist church met Thursday after-
noon with Mrs. W. H. Stapp, at her
home on National avenue west of the
court house on the West side.
4 V
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Christian church was entertained
Thursday afternoon by Mrs. H. C.
over all the country, they say, prac Presbyterian church mot Tuesday af
tically have ceased buying anything ternoon with Mrs. W. E. Gortner atBuy your hats of Mrs. L. P. Wright
cows and heifers $45.50; stockers
and feeders $57.10; bulls $4.50
6.50; calves $4.507; western steers
$68.25; western cows $4.506.50.
Hogs, receipts 2,000. Market steady.
Hulk of sales $7.607.9S; heavy
$7.908; packers and butchers 7.70
Q1M) lights $7.407.80; pigs 15.50
6.50.
Sheep, receipts, 2,000. Market
Steady. Muttons $4.506.75: lambs
younger than lslO's and when they her home on the Plaza for an Infor--
buy goods o folder inspection the pur mal tea. Smith at her home, 1004 Fourth street.
and save money. Just received a
new line of up to date summer styles,
later than Easter styles. 509 Sixth
chases are altogether for immediate
wants.
street. East Las Vegas.
MACK AFRAID OF BEING$7.259.25; fed wethers and year
lings $58; fed ewes $4.506.25. T. H. Moen, the real estate manhas purchased the 160 acre tract of
land on the Mora road known as the DENOUNCED BY DEMOS
mm w uui wm . mm m m i m em w ,
BIG
y HI lllliHTFU ilarm, from the owner, A. H.Harris. Mr. Harris has also sold the WILL NOT ALLOW TEMPORARYHarris farm on the Mora road toMark Detterick."My little, son had a very severetold. I was recommended to tryChamberlain's Cough Jtemedy, andbefore a small bottle was finished hewas as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.Silks, 29 Dowllng Street. Sydney,Australia. This remedy is for saleby it 1 dealers OFFICERS OF NATIONALNAMED EARLYBaltimore, April 26. The questionWHY HE WAS LATE"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reasnn whv vnn
of the temporary organization of the
democratic national convention here
next June was brought up at the
UUilUUll I LUI
i OAir I
meeting of the national, committee's
You ,will look a gooc" while before
you turn a better medicine for coughs
and ioJds than Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. It not only gives relief--It
cures. Tit It When you have a
cough or cold, and you are certain
suhHcommittee on arrangements, to
day, but was dropped when Chairman
should be an hour late getting hometo supper."
"I know, but I asked him how he
was feeling, and he insisted on tell
ng me about his stomach trouble.'
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
Iain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that Is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.
Mack argued thart the selection of10 De pleased with .he prora.pt cure
wniob it will effect. F6f sale 1hv all temporary officers now jnight createthe impression that the committee jALldealers. was seeking to organize the conven
tion in the interest of a particular
candid arte.
Colonel John T. McGraw of West
Virginia brought out the question. He
The
Science of
Made from pure, grape cream of tartar
FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD
Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can equal it for making, quickly and
perfectly, delicate hot biscuit, hot-bread- s,
muffins, cake and pastry.
Protects the food from alum.
If it may be termed a science must
include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest usi the
OPTIC
proposed the selection of United
States Senator O'Gorman of New York
as temporary chairman, Urey Wood-
son of Kentucky, secretary of the na-
tional committee, as secretary pro
tem and Colonel John I. Martin of
Missouri, sergeant-at-arm- s of the na-
tional committee as temporary sergea-
nt-at-arms of the convention.
Date Given Later.
CELLARS DRY GOODS
STORE,
Selling
Farms
mSsm WANT COLUMNS For rheumatism you wtli and no-thing better than Chamberlain's Llniment. Try It and see how quicklyit gives relief. For sale by all deal- -
SIX
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THE OPTICPULPIT THE LOBBf RESTAURANT AND CAFEHOUT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLE L
FISCAL REFORMS
PRODUCE RESULTS
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Santa Fe, N. M., April 27 The So-
corro County Fair association has fil-
ed artkiee of incorporation with the
state corporation commission. .1. K.
SEA WATER A MAGIC FLUID
One summer day a poor woman
with a tiny child In her arms a poor,
white-face- little creature almost at
the point of death arrived at tiie
: Ann
Choir Loft WANT society and businessi directoryGriffith was named stastutory agen, Treasury Department Example of
Economical Administration.
CfioMCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian Kabeyroile.
Montparanaste station in Pari ana
immediately began asking for "the
man who saves babies.' And, straajM
I 1 CHAPMAN LOOOE NO, t, A F. Awith offices at Socorro. The objectof the association is to conduct coun-
ty fairs and to promote the general
-- MM ti EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1,KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS -- MeetsA. M. Regular
munication firstwelfare of the county of Socorro. The COLUMNFirst intus at 7 a. m.. eevoad uas
118 lt may Bcem- - everyone knew whom
u 10 a. m. Sunday school in iUngllsh 8he meant- -
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at "Al. ;tl'
" they said, sli, miyiak,
J:a0 p. m. Rosary and benediction without doubt, that good M. Out n ton
third Thursday in eaoaEVEN DEMOCRATS APPROVE.capital is given as J 10,000 divided in
to 10,000 shares worth $1 a share at
every Monday cra-
ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
month. Visiting broth
era cordially Invitedof the in eased sacrament at 7:30 p Chas. E. Uebsoh
nier. Chancellor
N. O. Herman, W. M.; ft. R. Murray.
Secretary.
and she was directed to the Sea Wat-- ! e stock is subscribed by a
er dispensary close by. There, by in-- j larKe number of Aiiem of tbe county ud,r Taft Reorganization Accom-jection- s
of seawa'ter her baby was Master Brothers Incorporate plished, Frauds Stopped and Law
soon saved. Tne MastT Brothers incorporated,! Violators Puniihsd Divorced From
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lets space than two
Commander. Harry
Martin. Keeper of
Kecords and Seal.
Wall Street.
Cathechlsm for Knglish speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. in., and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak
rag children on Thursday 4 p. m and
n Saturday at 9 a. in.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,yesterday filed articles of incorpora- -
tio with the state corporation com-- ;
lt is not quite a year since there
was published an article about the
wonderful results of Rene Quinton's
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-
ular conclave second Tues0day In each month at Malines. AH advertisements chargedwill be booked at space actually set,.treatment. Shortly afterwards,CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- - the ,nlUatl Q fc sonic Teotple at 7:30 p, m. CD.mission. Giles Master is named statutory agent and the place or businessKamah. McKinley county. The cor-poration will conduct a general mer-
chandise business. The capital is giv-
en as 50,000, divided into 500 shares
worth $100 each at par. - The names
without regard to number of wordsOW8 Rot. Paul Gilberton. pastor Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tanune. R
corder.Cash In. advance preferred.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brother ij
love at Woodmen of the Worlt
hall, on the second and fourth Tr-
im of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
Consul: G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visa
Burford and the generosity of Otto
Beit, a dispensary similar to the two
in Paris was opened in Poland" street,
The treasury department has recent-
ly received the commendation of the
Pi nun appropriation coiuinitlee of
the house of representatives for the re-
sults st hleved In bringing about econ-
omy and efficiency in that department.
The general basis of this unusual
praise is the fact that It Is costing
a year less to run this big busi-
ness machine of the government than
it did three years ago when President
Taft began his administration and ini-
tiated his campaign for governmental
economy by placing an experienced
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYALSoho. The first year's working has ARCH MASON8 Regular con vocagiven excellent results. ing neighbors are especially w
come and cordially invited.
First mass at 6:30 a. m,, third Sun
day excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third man
at 10: 30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane mass every fourth
tion flrst Monday in each
month at Maeonlo Tem
At tne outset the medical profes
of the incorporators, their postoffice
addresses and the amount of stock
RUlrscrtbed by each follows: Giles
Master, Raman, 125 shares: Agnes
Master. Ramah, 120 shares; H New
sion naturally opposed the treatment, pi, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.but gradually prejudice is being over B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Williams, H. P.; F. O
Blood, Secretary.
come. Facts are more eloquent than business man, Secretary MacVeagh, at
the head of the treasury department.theories. The number of children
cured speaks for Itself.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visitln
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D W
Condon, Secretary.
man, Gallup. 1 share The company
will begin business on $25,100.
Railroad Rate Hearing
A joint meeting of the railroad com
mlttees of the senate and house met
in the senate chamber at the capltol
OPTIC8 NUMBER, MAIN 2.APrincess Turns Patroness
At the first annual meeting, held at
Sir George Trucott's In Lancaster Wanted
KANSFORO CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets flrst and third Fridays In
Maeonlo Temple, Mrs. T. R Bowen.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 328, 120
Grand arena.
Gate, there was a most encouraging with representatives of the A. T. and l' A Vrtl.n trS. F. railroad, to consider the three
Sunday by the pastor.
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
tkmal avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor
Sunday schoeV at 9:45. Preaching at
11 o'clock Bpworth League at 6:45;
evening preaching service at 8:00.
A cordial Invitation Is extended It
11 who hare no other place of woi
hip to attend divine services at this
"""" loujag native girl for
F. O. E. Meets flrst and third Tues-
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
dially Invited to attend. A. M.
tale to tell of "saved babies" and
grown-u- p sufferers from skin and oth-
er diseases much benefited. Princess
cent railroad rate bill and other pro light house work. Must speak Rng
posed railroad legislation now pend nsn. 414 Columbia avenue.
Christian, who was present, agreed FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
The Economy Effected.
The amount now saved each year Is
a 10 per cent reduction In the previous
cost. It tells but half the story of the
actual economy effected: for there has
been a 10 per cent increase In the busi-
ness of the department during this
time, making a total gain in the inter-
est of the taxpayer of 20 per cent.
The eagerness that now exists to
make political capital out of criticism
makes the fact eminently striking that
through this period of Investigation and
inquiry the treasury department has
been found a fruitless field of opera-
tion. It hus not even been mentioned
in connection with (he alleged "money
trust," for the reason that the treasury
department is now for the first time
wholly Independent of the big bank
Adler. President; E. C. Ward,
retary.
ing before the legislature. J. R.
Koontz, general freight agent for theto become a patroness. SALESMEN To call on grocers, conf . !M. Quinton is what Americans call
103 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
o'clock. Visiting members are
cordially welcome, a. E Gehring,
DENTI8T8."a live wire," but his force of ch.nnc
.cuuuuors, general stores. $150
monthly and expenses; yearly con-tract. Manager, 17 S. Main street,
Santa Fe at Topeka, Kansas, discuss-
ed the merits of the bill, pointing out
that the constitution covered every-
thing proposed in the bil and that
ter does not dissipate itself in any
church.
FIR8T CHRISTIAN CHURCH president; J. T. Butter, secretary;oi. ixmis, mo.kind of violence. Tall and soldierly
(he began life as an artillery officer), C. H. Baily.legislation on the subject is unnecesMain and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig- -
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentist
4, Crockett Building. Has psea
at office and residence.
Suitrln, Pastor. WANTED Three or four rooms for
flight housekeeping, with modern
sary. Judge H. U Waldo of the Santa
Fe at Las Vegas said he had no objec KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS. COUNC
uon io orrer to proper regulation but improvements. Address Room 20,ers of the country In Us operations.
iu a. in. niDie scnooi; 11 p. m.,
communion and preaching service,
object, "The Sabbath and the Lord's
Day," 2:30 i. m, Junior Endeavor so
that the state corporation commission tension Hotel. ATTORNEYS
NO. 804. Meets second and fow
Thursday in O. R C. hall. Piot
building. Visiting members are '
dially Invited. W, R. Tipton fl '
E. P. Mackcl, F. s
had full authority to make rates and
that the present bill is therefore su WANTED To rent a piano; best of
perfluous. Officials of the Santa Fe care taken. Address Box 101.
HUNKER A HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
Attorneys st Law.
Ia Vwas New Mexl
said the othelr roads of the state had
- O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LOnfiP NOright to be heard and suggested WANTED Girl for cooking and gen-
eral housework. Apply 1027 Eighth
he radiates energy without being
in the slightest degree. He
talks quietly, measuring his words
like a man of science. He must be a
good fencer, seeing how admirable is
his "poise." His fresh complexion
and clear eyes tell of perfect health.
He gives the restful impression of
one who has all his faculties under
exact control.
Naturally he talks about his dis-
covery and its results with enthusi-
asm. But he is also modest. He is
far too big a man to boast. He would
be more than human, however, if his
voice did not thrill with satlsfactlo i
when he tells of the results of his five
years' work among the babies of Par-Is- .
His treatment .a f
..mia,. I
that another hearing be had when
they could be represented. The com street LOCAL TIME CARDmlttees adjourned until May 9, when
the subject will be fully gone into.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hal on Sixth street All visit-
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries. V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
That the department should always be
above the slightest ground for moral
criticism is of course one of the funda-
mentals of Its administration.
Frauds Are Punished.
The vigor with which the administra-
tion has gone after those who have
attempted frauds on the customs rev-
enue is illustrated by the fact that
more than $5,000,000 hus been collect-
ed in fines against dishonest Importers
and attempted smugglers. Jail sen-
tences in numerous Instances have been
added to the fines. The result has been
the creation of n wholesome respect for
the law on the part of importers and
Americans who travel In foreign lands.
The entire machinery for the collection
of customs has been overhauled, with
the result that valuations are made
more accurately, and many channels
for frauds have been stopped. One of
EAST SOUND
WANTED A few boarders, privateboard. 924 Columbia. Phone Main
351.
ciety; 6:30 i. m., Senior Endeavor so-
ciety, topic, "The Christian 'Virtues
of Unselfishness," John 111:10-1- 7:30
P. m. preaching service, "Jesus Christ
the Frist Fruits From the Dead"; 7
p. m., Wednesday, Junior choir prac-tf- i
8 p. m. Wednesday, prayer
' ting and Workers' conference, e
Man and the Book"
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
' v J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
me.
ird Sunday after Easter, ApriT
Holy Communion 7:30; Sundaj
' Wh the chapel) '3:45; mornln
Daayer and sermon 11:00. Wednesday
Feedral Court
In the case of Louis Napoleon, Arrive
No. 2..bankrupt, of Santa Fe, Judge William
H. Pope yesterday ordered that the Uining --oor girl. 403
9:10 p. m. 9:15 p.
.11:06 p m 11:10 p.
.. 1:15 a. m 1:25 a.
... 1:45 p. m 2:10 p.
No.
No.
No.
4.
8.
10
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545.bill of sale to James Ixpez be vacated
and that a trustee for the saloon busi
ness sold be appointed. Frank Jonea- 1UUUU Rentuseful In many directions, and for is to continue as receiver of the prop- -
nnnn n it r nil . .
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monterflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
eord'r.lly invited Isaac Appel.
President: Charles Greenclay, 8ec
rotary.
rxwy.u i an jigest. nut it is in sav erty nntil such trustee shall take
ing oaDies from "summer comnininf n.
WEST BOUNU
1 1 : 20 p. m 1 : 45 p.
3 6:10 a. m 6:15 p.
7 4:40 p. m 4:60 p.
9 6:35 p. m 7:00 p.
No.
No.
No.
No.
SS. Philip and James, Holy Com-
munion JO: 30.
FOll RENT 5 room cootage, furnish-
ed, bath and hot water. Chickens
for sale. Inquire 618 Grand avenue.
the special aids in this connection hasyiuiauuw gastro-ententis- ) that he
been the sptelal agents' service, whichhas proved himself so great a bene
factor to mankind. the secretary has taken personally inhand.
The other collection agency, the in
charge. The prayer of Lopez for dam-
ages In an intervention suit was de-
nied and the note given by him to
Ijouis Napoleon was ordered returned.
A notice was given to creditors of
Otto Mann of Gallup for a hearing be-
fore the court here May 29 in the mat-
ter of the petition for discharge en,
tered by Mann. A petition in volun
FOR RENT CHEAP Home for in-
valid or two. Call 417 Eighth
street RETAIL PRICESternal revenue service, has been
brought to a high degree of efficiency.
Its collections last year were the high
est in its FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.Call at 417 Eighth street.was collected at the expense of 1tary bankruptcy was filed by M. B cents for each dollar, a substantial deKendls of Albuquerque and was re crease tn cost. Internal revenue col
lectors are now giving the major porferred to John Wilson, referee. Tnthe matter of the bankruptcy of Juait
FOR RENT Six room house, partly
furnished, Irrigated garden. On car
line. io per month. Cutler
Brothers.
MM lbs. or More, Eaoa Delivery 20c per 10a id.
ifim lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery 2So per IN lbs.Zt lbs. ts 1,00 lbs.. East. Delivery 30o per 1M lbs- -6i lbs. to 20 lbs, gash Delivery 40e per 1M lbs.
Leas Than St Iba, Each Delivery sec per 108 lbs
AGUA PUR A COMPAJNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Parityand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las VegasFamous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
J. Salazar. of Cuba, an order of court
tion of their time to their official du
ties, an innovation brought about for
the first time through the insistence ofwas entered directing the referee to
BAPTIST CHURCH.-Cor- ner Main
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
'Rreen, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
in. The public is Invited.
FIR8T SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-1S-
CHURCH C. McReynoIds, pas
or. Regular services In the Chris
tlon church, corner of Main and
Eighth street Sabbath school at 2
P m, every Sabbath (Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are in
terested in Bible study are cordially
nvited to attend.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
arena and Tenth street.
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible study and Sunday
FORissue a notice of a meeting of credit
ors to consider composition. Edwart
RENT Two room furnlahr!
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
for state
Hunt, Cubero, A. G. Seis. Istela, an
Pablo Abieta, Isleta were appointef
commissioners to condemn and plac
a value of certain land in the India,
pueblo of Laguna for school purposes.
FOR SALE Strictly new A-- l fumed
oak and leather furniture. Wilton
and Brussels rugs. Inquire L. C.
Wltten, Chas, Ilfeld Co. 6t
Don't be surprised If you have an
attack of rheumatism this spring.
"Of this disease," he said, "sixty
thousand children die in France ev-
ery year. Properly applied, the sea-wat-
treatment could save, I believe,
forty-fiv-e thousand of them. Even if
we only saved ten thousand, that is
a division of the French army. That
would be something, would it not?
There is Magic In It.
"I can tell you something very in-
teresting," he went on. "At first chol-
eraic enteritis defied us. Every child
brought to us suffering from this
form of the disease died. Then I set
to work to make further experiments.
Now we can save 80 per cent.
"Here is another curious fact. The
injections of seawater wash away
hereditary Btains. When we have
treated for several months children
of tuberculosis or alcoholic parents
they not only become normal, they he-co-
better than normal. Put them
among normal children and you can
pick them out at once. Beside their
brothers and sisters who have not
been treated they look like little
giants.
"It is a marvellous fluid, this sea-wate-
in which the first living organ-
isms of our earth appeared. We still
have it in our bodies. It shows more
clearly than anything our relation-
ship with those early forms of life.
Injecting it has the same effect upon
enfeebled human bodies as the
chemists 'bouillon' produces upon
weak bacilli. You have seen, no doubt,
in a laboratory a test tube containing
bacilli Incapable of doing harm. Put
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Just rub the affected parte freely
with Chamberlain's Liniment and It
will soon disappear. Sold by all
dealers.
FOR SALE Iron framed fish aquari-
um, inquire 1001 Seventh street.scnooi session at 9:45 a. m. Young
905FOR SALE Gentle saddle pony.
National avenue. Willie Goke.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth
the presideut that efficiency of admin-
istration was more to be desired than
the developing of political machines.
Where Savings Resulted.
Savings in the method of printing the
paper money of the country have been
made to the extent of $600,000 annu-
ally, while similar work in the mints
has resulted in cutting down the ex-
penses annually to the extent of $483,-000- .
By using the malls instead of the
express a saving of $60,000 a year is
effected in sending wornout notes to
the treasury for redemption. Nearly
$50,000 a year ts being saved through
Improved methods in handling the pa-
per on which money and postage and
Internal revenue stamps is printed. A
similar amount is being saved through
closer scrutiny ami economy In print-
ing the stationery for the department.
The revenue cutter service adds to the
list a saving of $100,000 a year with in-
creased activil it s. so also does the pub-
lic health service. There are many
more details of savings, all telling the
same story.
Genuine Reforms Made.
And this story is the strongest kind
of a denial of the charge that Presi-
dent Taft has used the government
employee to further his own political
advantage. There have been 1,801 un-
necessary places abolished under the
treasury department in the lust three
years. Five hundred and forty-tw- o of
these have been In the department
service in Washington. None of those
In Washington whose places were abol-
ished have lieen separated from the
lervice by that fact. Secretary Mac
THIS LADY'S
G00D APPETITE
Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July l. Mrs. M. E. Stev-
ens, Humboldt. Kansas.
Lost
Classified ads. search out the
.people co vrnota aTnour; al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is ;WORTH MOST to some-
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article! of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
A.s the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially
welcomed.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY,
Regular services every Sunday morn
tng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
ing at 8 o'clock In O. R, C. hall
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, 8. Peiper,
rabbL
Services and sermon every Friday
aight at 8 o'clock. Services for chil-
dren and Sabbath school every Satur-
day morning at 10 o'clock. -
8HILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
Iter. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m and 8 p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m. ;
B. Y. P. U., 3 p. m. All are welcome
to attend these services.
sa vorai cameo brooch, be-
tween St. Anthony's sanitarium and
Ike Davla store. Liberal reward
will be paid for return of same to
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
years, with womanly trouble," writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from
this city. "I felt weak and always had
a headache and was always going to
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
and telt better, but soon I had the
same trouble.
Mrs. Walter L. Gillam, 624 Twelfth
street.
RETIRES ON AGE LIMIT.
wasnington, D. C., April 27. Rear
AdmiTal Chauncey Thomas, who was
them into the 'bouillon' and they re-
cover their vitality. They can kill
again. The sea water acts upon the
human body In exactly the same way.
"We have much to learn about it
yet, but what we know already
teaches us that we have at our ser-
vice a weapon of enormous value in
our war against the diseases which
affect mankind." London Mall.
LOOK AND READ!Veagh has rigidly adhered to the pol recently
relieved of command of the
Pacific fleet by Rear Admiral South-erlan-
was placed on the retired list
today on account of age. Admiral
Thomas was born in New York in
1850 and at the age of 17 was ap-
pointed to the Naval academy from
Pennsylvania. During his long ca
My husband asked me to try Cardui.
I felt better after the first bottle, and
now, t have a good appetite and sleep
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
me I am looking better than be ever
saw me."
If you are sick and miserable, and
suffer from any of the pains due to
womanly trouble try Cardui.
Cardui Is successful because it la
composed of ingredients that have been
found to act curatively on the woman-
ly constitution.
For more than fifty years, it has been
used by women of all ages, with great
success. Try It Your druggist sells it
N-
-
B. Write to: Ldlrs' Advlswy Dept., Chtt-Mog- a
Medicine Co., Chattanooea. Tenn.. for Special
Imtnii-ttnnt- , and book, Home Treatment
tc Women," sent la plain wrapper, on request.
Ij have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nob'
biest patterns for the spring season. I guar-
antee you satisfaction in fit and workman-
ship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.
icy of saving the vacancies( which
iu the department by resigna-
tion and death, and these places have
been filled by those who would other-
wise have been dropped.
The facts aliove set forth are con
vlncing proof that under the adminis-
tration of President Taft gennine re
forms in administration have been ac-
complished In bringing the government
business to the most practical and eco-
nomical basis In the Interest of the
whole people.
CHICHESTER SPILLS
BRAND. X I
Evangelical Lutheran Service.
The next Lutheran service will be
field next Sunday evening, April 28,
in the Presbyterian churcu, beginning
at 7:46 p. m. Rev. P. Kretschmar of
Optimo, N. M., will preach. Every-
body welcome.
reer he has had more sea service andLa41r! Ask your VranlM far
I'lll. in Hi-- and U.U .,,7"JHj boxer., scaled with Blue Ribbon.... no oin.r. liar r
less shore duty than fost of his naval
contemporaries. He reached the grade
of rear admiral in 1910, since which
time he has been division and fleet
Inirfl-I- . Ask (or CH1-C-uuso i:: A V) PILLS. au
yen. known as Best, Si'vrt. Alwnn RdUtikt CHAS. LEWIS, TailorSubscribe for The Optic. SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
commander of the Pacific fleet
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. 8ATURDAY, APRIL 27. 191k.
which hat been provided In tup portMy Lady ummistlon, out tne m v. utaking our chance lt't s!gl nr::;!ntt neighbor. ' hater we vego; left hat been h; l at th point o iy. Dut knowing the game, t u ru arword of command, no shout of direclion from either Parrel or Duval, yetwe ripped them asunder with sweep A GREAT NEWMUSICAL COMEDY.into nor line De t a meanpillaging devil but H't tr.o big a ritk;Hrlgtol It about the nearest picketpost, and the redcoatt have got cav-
alry patrols all along in back of the
river."
"But I cannot wait here," I an-
swered, Impatiently. "Farrell under
of Doubt
XY am H If ffWT V
YNOPSIS.
It would teem that the limit of or- -
- ...lginamy naa been reached in the con- -
ttructlon of new material comedies
were It not for the fact that every
now and then, there it a new discov-
ery made In this profitable field of
theatrical endeavor. Difficult at the
problem is. however it has been
solved successfully by Walter De
Leon, the young California author -
composer-acto- r who has written an
entirely new and original musical
. ..
HHMaVwA' JLW
Miss "Muggins" Davies in The
Campus."
comedy entitled "The Campus.." which
Ferris Hartman will bring to Las
Vegas on the evening of May 2 at
the Duncan theater. This is the first
time in a number of years that Ferris
Hartman has appeared here and
there is no doubt that the reception
ne W,H be Breeted w,th mduce
Utn to return again each season with
a new piece. Accompanying Mr.
Hartman, will be Walter De Leon the
author and composer of the play and
Miss "Muggins" Davies, the charming
soubrette. These two young people
have Just concluded an eastern tour
in "The Campus" and bear the high-
est tetsimonials from the press and
public of Denver, Kansas City, St.
Louis and Chicago. The company
of Mr. Hartman it large and capable
and contains nearly all the cut that
originally appeared in the piece, dur-
ing its long run of 212 performances
In Lot Angele. The chorus 1 made
up equally of boys of boy and girls
and is the !ett singing chorus for
musical comedy seen here in a luag
time.
HEALTH WEEK IN ENGLAND.
London, April 27. As the culmina-
tion of a widespread public mom- -
meBt launched tome time ago, Bag--
ana ' to observe ner nrst national
j health week during the seven day
beginning with tomorrow. While in
country Tillages there may-- be only a
tingle sermon on Sunday, in the larg-
er communities there will be a full
week's program, consisting of lec-
tures, exhibitions, meetings of volun-
tary health societies and a general In-
spection of factories and workshops.
GRANT DAY AT GALENA.
Galena, 111., April 27. Galena, the
home of General TJ. S. Grant, today
held its customary celebration in hon-
or of the birthday anniversary of the
famous commander. Thousands of
visitors attended the exercises which
were held as usual in Grant Park.
The oration of the day was deliv-
ered by Archbishop Ireland of St.
Paul, who served for two years as
chaplain of one of the Minnesota
regiments included in General
Grant's army.
Protect your eatables this hot weath-
er by having plenty of our Ice in
your refrigerator. Our Ice is Pure
in quality and Reasonable in price.
All deliveries are made promptly, and
in a proper manner. Remember, to
ordering Ice, to order from
CRYSTAL ICE COMPANY
Phone Main 227.
EH
$45.60
Surplus
$50,000.00
9k
T. HOSKINS, Cuhler.
Stood that I have imnortant Intnrmn.
nr. hi . ,mwu ivi nnDuiugivu, JIUU UUIJ CIU1B
with you tonight because you were
following along my route. I've got to
go on."
"Thafa all right; jutt give your
orders, and we'll attend to the rest.
What we want la for these lads to
go back to Philadelphia saying they
were attacked by a force of militia un-
der command of an officer of the Con-
tinental line. That will give Clinton
a scare, and turn suspicion away from
ut. Grant knows you, I understand,
to he'll report the affair that way.
You can be off within thirty minutes."It was easy to grasp the point of
view, and I aaw no reason for refusing
assistance. I gave the necessary or-
ders, standing under the torchlight in
full view, and waited while a squad
of partisans rounded up the disarmed
prisoners, and guarded them down the
slope to the edge of the stream.
Teams were doubled up, and several
of the heavy wagons rumbled away
Into the darkness. Two, too badly
to be repaired, were flred where
they lay, the bright flames lighting
up the high banks on either side the
road. I found a big black horae. with
British arms on the bridle, and pair
at loaded pistols in the bolsters, a i
g animal, and came back
Into the fire glow, determined to lose
ao more time. Duval had disappear-
ed, but, as I stood there looking about
for him to say good-by- a young
country fellow came up hurriedly
from out the darkenat.
"You're wanted down thar." he said,
with the Jerk of a thumb over his
shoulder. "The Tory officer want
Iro see ye."
"What officer? Captain Grant?"
"I reckon that's the one." Indiffer-
ently; "anyhow I was told to fetch ye
down thar. Bannister sent me."
I went as h6 directed down the
rutty road, my newly appropriated
horse trailing along behind. Grant
was pacing back and forth restlessly,
but, as soon as I appeared within the
fire radius, he came toward me.
"Can I see you alone?" he asked
brusouelv.
"If there is any reason for privacy, i
certainly," I answered in surprise,
"What do you wish to say?"
inis is a matter strictly between
us," evasively. "I prefer not to dis-
cuss it publicly here."
I had a suspicion of treachery, yet
was not willing to exhibit any reluc-
tance.
"Very good. Bannister," to the par-
tisan in charge, "I want a word with
Captain 'Grant, and will be responsible
for his safe return."
The man looked after us doubtful
ly, yet permitted us to pass beyond,
the guard lines. There was. a stump
besldo the ford, barely within the flick
er of the distant fire, and there I stop-
ped, leaning against my horse, and
turned so as to look into the man's
face.
"Well, Grant," I said, rather sternly.
"We are alone now; what is it?"
He cleared his throat, evidently
uncertain how best to express himself.
"Why did you aBk so many ques-
tions about Delavan's lieutenant?" he
began sullenly. "What were you try-
ing to find out?"
The Eye and the Nose.
It was Pat's first attendance at a
meeting. When the chairman an-
nounced as the result of a vote that
there were 42 noes to 21 ayes. Pat
began to fidget in his seat and then
got up and started for the platform.
"Sit down, there!" yelled the chair-
man.
"No, begorra! " said Pat, "not until I
look this audience in the face. I want
to see them humans what has more
noses than eyes." Judge's Library.
Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
J. M. CUNNINOHAJl, President
PRANK 5PRIN0ER.
me rine. were ao.ug our st:arn
thlt war, an' Washington knowa It.
Over there to the east 'Red' Fagln
Old Man Kelly, an' their gangs of Pine
Robbers, are making the fields red;
sometime they get down thlt far
raiding the farms, but mottly. we're
fighting foragers out of Philadelphia
and they're not much better. Half the
houses in thlt country have been
burned, and merry isn't very comrnot
on either side. Those lads yonder" are
not pretty soldiers to look at, but
they're wolvet to fight, and hungry
for It."
"They are called on whenever Fari
rell wishes?"
"Well, yet; those come who can.
They're not always the tame bunch.
You see Farrell covers quite a bit of
country, with a lieutenant in each sec-
tion who is in touch with the neigh-
bors there. I belong in Camden, and
don't go outalde very often, but there
is a sort of organization all the way
between here and New York. When-
ever there It a big fight on, the most
of us get into It somehow. Washing-
ton counts on us in a pinch, but most-
ly we're raiding or cutting off British
supplies. Say. Major, isn't that those
fellows coming?"
He pointed into the east, In which
direction the road ran, barely revealed
by the faint light of the moon for per
haps a hundred yards. I looked eager-
ly, and could dimly distinguish a
vague shadow on the summit of a dis-
tant rise of land. The shadow moved.
however, and at we both stared in un-
certainty, there came to our ears the
far-of- f crack of a whip. We drew
farther back against the bank, paus
ing to make sure there was no decep
tion. One by one we could nercelve
those vague shadows topping the rise
and disappearing. I counted ten, con-
vinced they were covered wagons,
ana tnen tne mgnt wind brought to
us the creaking of wheels, and the
sound of a man's voice. Duval's hand
gripped my arm, and to the signal we
crept back beyond the crest, and then
hurried down to where Farrell had
concealed his men. He was awaiting
us in the middle of the road, his short
broad figure almost laughable in the
moon shadow.
Well, are they coming?"
Just over the crest," replied Duval
brusquely. "I counted fifteen wagons."
"Quite a convoy, an' worth fighting
for. Take the left. Duval: Maior.
come with me."
We drew aside under the protection
of a boulder, from where we could see
clearly to the top of the ridge. Only
for a moment was there silence, the
men all about us lying low in their
coverts, breathless and intent. Then
we heard horses' hoofs and the mur-
mur of approaching voices.
We could see them quite clearly, as
they topped the crest, the moonlight
revealing men and horses so distinct
ly I could even guess" nt their uniform.
Those in advance rode slowly, four
abreast, down into the black shadows,
lolling in their saddles, voices mur-
muring, seemingly unconscious of any
danger. It was easy to comprehend
their state of mind. Delavan had been
left alone for a week, permitted to
sweep the countryside unmolested.
He and his command had naturally
grown ureless. never suspecting their
every move had been watched by
keen-eye- d scouts. Now, guarded byGrant's troop, they believed them-
selves sufficiently strong for any
emergency: that no force the scat-
tered enemy could gather would ven-
ture upon attack. By daylight they
would be within sight of the Phila-
delphia outposts, and serenely conf-ident in their numbers, the night
march had therefore become a mere
routine. I heard Farrell chuckle grim-
ly to himself as he observed the care-
less approach of those advance rid-
ers.
They were the Queen's Rangers
the white facings of their coats con
spicuous, their guns swung at the
shoulder in reckless confidence. A
slim young lieutenant appeared to be
in command.
Ten wagons passed without a move-
ment cr sound from the men lying
concealed almost within arm's reach
of tiie unconscious guards. Farrell
never stirred, and I scarcely ventured
to breathe. Then there came a squad
ron ot Rangers, an officer riding alonein front, the black shadow of another
section of the wagon train looming
over the ridge behind them. The
horsemen passed us, the officer turn-
ing in his saddle with an order to
close up their ranks. I recognizedGrant's voice, and then, sharp as a
blow, rang out Farrell's whistle at
my very ear.
There was a leap of flame fromboth sides the road, lighting up that
gash in the clay bank as though it
was an inferno, the red and yellow
glow cleaving the night asunder, with
roar. I was on my feet,
my rifle spitting, yet hardly conscious
of any act, stunned by the suddenness
of the reports, confused by thoseblack figures leaping forward throughthe weird glare. I saw and heard, and
yet it was all a Confused medley, in
which I bore active part while scarce-
ly realizing its significance. It was
a fierce hand-tc-hau- d melee so swiftly
fought as to be over with almost in
a minute, and yet so desperate the
narrow roadway was strewn with bod-
ies. Frightened horses whirled and
ran; wagonb were overturned; hem-
med in against the high walls, Ger-
mans and British made one mad effort
to extricate themselves; the advance
guard came spurring back, pushing
blindly into the ruck, the boyish voice
of their young lieutenant sounding
above the uproar. But pur men were
between the two, a compact body
arh hordonnan fiehting independent
ing rifV butts, and, almost before )
could catch a second breath, the few
who remained on their feet were help,
letsly trapped. Farrell saw it was all
over, and his whittle sounded again,
tilling the uproar. Up to that mo-
ment he was beside me; with the
echoing of the thrill blast he bad dis-
appeared.
It was Duval who emerged from the
wreck of the train, demanding surren-
der.
Who commands here?" he shouted
"Speak up quick."
There wat hesitancy, and then out
of the black matt huddled against thebank I recognised Grant's voice.
'I suppose I do; bat any one teen
Captain Delavan?"
"He fell at the first fire, sir," an-
swered some one huskily.
Grant stepped forth into the moon-
light, bareheaded, his sword in hand.
"Then I am the senior officer," he
announced, his voice shaking slightly.
"Who are you?"
"Camden minute men. Do you
He took a long breath, glancing
about at the dark shadows. Some one
held a lighted torch, the red flame
casting a sudden gleam over the sur-
rounding facet. It was clear that
further resistance was uaelets, yetGrant temporized.
"Are you in command?"
"No," said Duval; "but I repreaent
the commander."
"I deal with the one responsible in
this affair and demand terms. Who
Is your leader?"
Duval smiled, turning his head In-
quiringly.
"I don't think you have much
choice," he commented dryly. "How-
ever, perhaps you are not too proud to
talk to a regular who outranks you
I present Major Lawrence, of the Con-
tinental Line."
Burprised as I was by being thut
suddenly thrust forward Into supreme
authority, I as instantly understood
the purpose, and stepped to the front
Grant stared at my face in the gleam
of the smoking torch, almost as
though he looked upon a ghost.
"You!"
"Certainly, Captain. It la a pleas-
ure to meet with you again, especially
under such happy circumstances. But
my men are becoming impatient. Do
you surrender?"
"Under what terms?" he parleyed.
"None, hut we are not savages. You
will be treated as prisoners of war."
His hatred of me made him obsti-
nate, but the utter helplessness of
their position was too apparent to be
Ignored. A Hessian muttered tome-thin- g
in German, and Grant dropped
the point of his sword with an oath.
"Good," I said promptly. "Lieuten-
ant, have your men disarm the pris-
oners."
There, was no resistance, and the
militiamen herded thert against the
bank, encircled by a heavy guard.
Duval singled out the officers from
among the others, and brought them
forward to where I stood. There were
but threeGrant and two Hessians.
I looked at them keenly, recalling the
slight figure of the young lieutenant
with the boy's voice. Could the lad
have been shot, or what had become
of him?
"Are you three all that are left?"
I questioned bluntly. "Who command-
ed the vanguard?"
The two Hessians looked at each
other stupidly, and I asked the ques-
tion again before Grant saw fit to re-
ply. Hit manner was excessively in-
solent.
"That is more than I know. We
joined after dark, and I did not meet
Delavan's officers."
"He vas vat you call maype a vol
unteer leftenant," added one of the
Germans brokenly. "At Mount Holly
we met, yah, and from there he
joined."
"Not one of Delavan's men then?"
"I dink not; he vas Light Dragoon.
I haf the vagon guard the first vag-on- s
an see him there. Mine Gott!
he come pack vid his mens all right-sl- ash,
shoot his horse rear up; that
vas the last I see already."
"The lad got away, with three oth-
ers, sir," broke in a new voice at my
back. "They wheeled and rode
through us, across the water. We
thought the horse guard would get
them over there, but I guess they
didn't; anyhow there was no firing.
The fellows must have turned in un-
der the bank, and rode like hell."
Satisfied as to this incident, and not
altogether regretful that the boy had
thus escaped, I held a short consulta-
tion with Duval, seeking explanation
as to why the command had been bo
unceremoniously thrust upon me. A
few words only were required to make
the situation clear. Farrell's ability
to injure and annoy the enemy largely
depended on his leadership not beingknown. While taking part in every
engagement, he always required his
lieutenants to represent him in nego-
tiations, so that up to this time, what-
ever the British might suspect, theyhad no positive proof that he was
openly in arms against them. Duval,
in turn, taking advantage of my pres-
ence, had shifted the responsibility to
my shoulders.
"But what do you people do with
your prisoners?" I asked.
'Send 'em to the Continental lines
when we can," he explained, "and if
we can't then- - turn 'em loose. No use
paroling 'em, as they consider us
guerillas. If I was you I'd run 'em
back to the farm bouse across the
creek, an' hold 'em there till we get
rid of this Btuff. Maybe it'll take
twenty-fou- r hours to hide it all, and
bum the wagons. Then the boys can
turn 'em loose, an' there's n" hSTSi
Jn I'd it'-- : ;Ve taat fellow
PARRISH
me against thieves and murderers.
What is the program, Farrell?"
"To Intercept Delavan's raiders.
They will be along the main road
within the hour from all reports. He
has a wagon train loaded with stuff
gathered up between Medford an'
Mount Holly, together with a consid-
erable drove of cattle and some
horses."
"And what force?"
"About fifty men originally, but re-
inforced this afternoon With as many
more to help guard the train Into
Philadelphia."
"Mounted?"
"The reinforcements were, but the
original 'magers were afoot; they
were lajta; the others Grant's
company of Queen's Rangers."
"Glory be to God!" exclaimed a
voice near at hand. "Did ye hear that,
tads? It's Dutchmen and Tories we're
against tonight Be Gorry! I wouldn't
have missed the chance of this shindy
fer the best farm in Camden."
There was a low growl from the
cluster of men, and an ominous move-
ment of bodies pressing closer. Duval
laughed mirthlessly.
"The Bloodhound takes the scent,"
he said grimly. "God help those poor
devils when we cut the leash, Far-
rell. Where do you propose meeting
them?"
"Across there in the bluffs," point-
ing, "where the road turns in between
the high clay banks. We'll leave our
horses here, an' cross on foot. Is that
the right plan, boys?"
There was a murmur of acquies-
cence, a few questions, and then the
silence of approval. It was evident
these minute men were under small
discipline, and their officers led only
by force of character. Without orders
the horses were led away, tied se-
curely in the black depths of the
woods, and the men came straggling
back, rifles In hand, grouping them,
selves along the edge of the stream.
There was no attempt at military
formation, but Duval straightened
them out so as to count the number
present.
"Sixty-nin- e, all told," he announced
briefly. "All right, boys, come on, and
Keer your powder out of trie water."
It was firm bottom, but the water
rose above the waist, with sufficient
current so we had to brace against it
"It It a Pleasure to Meet With You
Again, Especially Under Such Hap-
py Circumstances. Do You Surren-
der?"
In mid-strea- We trailed dropping
up the eastern bank, coming out upon
a d road. A hundred feet
beyond was the cleft through the clay,
and there Farrell halted us, dividing
the men into twe parties. Under his
orders they disappeared Mke magic,
the silent night engulfing them com-
pletely. The three of us, Duval, Far-
rell, and myself, alone remained In
the deserted road.
"Duval," said the blacksmith quiet-
ly, "you an' the Major feel your way
along to the top, an' discover what is
happening. I'll stay here, an' take
care of the boys."
The road was a gradual rise, the
clay packed hard under foot, but from
the summit we could look away for
some distance over a level country,
dimly revealed under the new moon.
There was nothing in sight, antl no
sound disturbed the solitude. We sat
down on a bunch of turf, rifles in
hand, to wait patiently, our eyes scan-
ning the distance.
"Who are those fellows back
there?" I questioned at laBt, made
nervous by the silence.
"The boys in the gulch? Jersey
militiamen," he explained shortly.
"You see there's some of us that
can't get away all the time, because
of the women and children, and the
farm work. Besides, regular soldier-
ing don't Just appeal to our sort. So
we do our fighting round home in our
own way. However, the most of us
manage to have a hand in the real
thing once in a while even at that.
Wo were over at Germantown, and
down at Brandywine, FaireU's .got a
Pp Round Trip Excursion Rates
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CHAPTER IX.
With Minute Men.
I must have slept very heavily, the
sleep of utter exhaustion, for I awoke
with my mind clear and body rested.
The door of the shop remained wide
open, and Farrell sat there, his eyes
upon the road without, an open book
upon his knees. As I moved slightly
be instantly turned his face toward
me.
"I began to fear I should have to
arouse you, Major," he said, coming
within. "You have slept soundly for
six hours, an' we must be off pres-
ently. First, however, we will have
a bite to eat."
He began to prepare the meal, while
I bathed my face.
"I was very tired," I explained, "but
now am ready for anv service. Whatt has occurred since I lay down?"
"Very little; Duval stopped a mo-
ment to report, an' two of my couriers
rode past this way. We are going to
have a goodly sized gathering tonight,
an' from all I hear will need every
rifle. Grant's purpose la, as I sup-
posed, to guard the forage train into
Philadelphia. He expects to meet
them somewhere between Fellowship
and Mount Laurel, an' the chances are
we shall have to fight both detach-
ments. But fall to, man, an' we can
discuss all this as we eat."
He talked freely enough while we
remain!! there. Buf" conversation
veered to the book he had been read-
ing, and I learned little of his plans,
except that he relied upon surprise,
and swiftness of movement to over- -
tome iue ueciueu aavamage 01 num-
bers. After we mounted and rode
away, scarcely a word was exchanged
between us. Just before dusk we over-
took a dozen horsemen in the breaks
of a creek bottom, roughly dressed
fellows, heavily armed, riding in the
same direction as ourselves, and. aft
er the exchange of a word or two, the
whole party of us jogged along togeth-
er. Others straggled in, singly, or by
small groups, as darkness closed
about, until we formed quite a respect-
able company. It was rather a silent,
weird procession, scarcely a word be-
ing spoken, and no sound heard, other
than the dull reverberation of unshod
hoofs on the soft turf. To me, glan-
cing back from where I held position
beside Farrell, they semed like spec-
tral figures, with no rattle of accoutre-
ments, no glimmer of steel, no sem-
blance of uniform. Yet my heart
i warmed to the knowledge that these
were no holiday warriors, but grim
fighting men. They had left their
plows in the furrow to strike a blow
for liberty.
It was an hour or more after dark
when our compact little body of
horsemen rode down a gully into a
broad creek bottom, and then advanc-
ed through a fringe of trees to the
edge of the stream. There was a
vmincr nt rrn in iha elrv Vlolflintr A
spectral light, barely making those
faces nearest me visible. At the sum-
mit of the clay bank, shadowed by the
forest growth encircling them, were
the others who had gathered at this
war rendezvous, the majority dis
mounted, holding their horses in readi-
ness for action. As we rode in among
them neighbors clasped hands silent-
ly, but the words exchanged were few.
Farrell forced his horse through the
press toward where a tall figure sat
stiff In the saddle, and my own horse
followed ungulded.
"A goodly turn-out- , Duval," he com-
mented briefly. "What was the num-
ber before we came?"
"Forty-seve- n rifles," the Lieuten-
ant's voice nasal, and high pitched.
"The men from Orchard and Spring-dal- e
are not in yet. How many ar-
rived with you?"
"Twenty; ample for our purpose,
even if the others fall us. This is
Major Lawrence of the Maryland
Line."
I shook his long, thin hand, marking
the iron grip of the fingers.
"We'll introduce you to some typical
Jersey fighting tonight. Major," he
said genially. "We have a style all
our own."
"I had supposed I had witnessed all
styles."
"Well see; the difference Is that
every man among us has some outrage
tfi wbbw Our nnarrel is a personal
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PLAN FRENCH PROTECTORATE
Ramboullet, France, April 27. At
cabinet meeting today General Lyaw-te- y
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